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Executive Summary 

Background and issues 
The Department of Defense’s (DOD’s) total force (TF) consists of military (active, reserve, and 
National Guard), government civilians, and contracted services. Each type’s share of the TF has 
fluctuated over time, driven by changes in national security concerns and shifting views on 
what constitutes the most effective and efficient workforce. 

Manpower management (MM) is the umbrella term for the set of processes by which DOD 
agencies and the services define and fund—for each operational unit, command staff, and 
shore/support organization—the numbers and types of job positions that these activities need 
to perform their missions. The key MM processes are manpower requirements determination 
(MRD) and manpower programming and budgeting. Embedded in these processes is the 
determination of the most appropriate labor type (military, government civilian, or contracted 
services) to perform the job, referred to in the remainder of this report as the workforce mix 
or manpower mix determination process.1 

In 2019, when members of the House Armed Services Committee (HASC) reviewed DOD’s 
workforce projections for FY 2020 and found larger increases in military requirements 
compared with civilian requirements, some questioned whether the TF decision-making 
processes within the services (and to a lesser extent, the Fourth Estate2) followed DOD’s policy 
and guidance when assigning a labor source to each job. This prompted the HASC to call for a 
review of the processes used by the services and DOD agencies to determine the department’s 
TF. In response, the Total Force Manpower and Analysis Directorate (TFM&RS) in the Office of 
the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Manpower & Reserve Affairs asked CNA to (1) 
investigate how DOD’s policy and guidance are integrated into the MM processes that are 
currently used to determine the size and composition of the department’s workforce and (2) 

                                                             
1 The language used can be misleading. DODI 1100.22 is titled Policy and Procedures for Determining Workforce 
Mix, and the term workforce mix or manpower mix is used to refer to the Total Force, when the policy more 
directly addresses how to identify the appropriate labor source, rather than the mix itself.  

2 “Fourth Estate” is a term generally used to refer to the Defense Components outside the Military Services, such as 
OSD and the Defense Agencies and Field Activities. 
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assess whether this guidance is being used to determine the most appropriate labor source for 
each position throughout the department. 

To address the HASC’s concerns, CNA investigated the MM processes in each of the DOD 
components to understand how they are conducted, paying particular attention to workforce 
mix decisions.3 We supplemented that effort by analyzing manpower data across the services 
looking for indications that one type of manpower may be favored over another—particularly 
in organizations with a mix of military and civilian personnel. Finally, we identified factors 
external to the MM process that significantly influence workforce mix decisions and the 
composition of the total force over time.  

Our investigation uncovered four key findings, which we summarize below. 

Findings 

External factors affect ability to follow workforce mix guidance 
Although many manpower subject matter experts (SMEs) with whom we spoke reported that 
they follow DODI 1100.22, Policy and Procedures for Determining Workforce Mix [1], some 
stated that the primary objective in determining whether a billet should be filled by military, 
DOD civilian, or contractor is to ensure that the command or organization can perform the 
work required to conduct the mission. In some cases, this means selecting the manpower type 
that provides the surest way to secure the skills and knowledge (within the required 
timeframe) to minimize risks in performing the mission. For example, even though the 
guidance may indicate that government civilians are the most appropriate labor source for a 
function, the speed with which the component needs to staff the function may dictate that it be 
sourced using contracted labor.  

SMEs also expressed that external constraints mandated by Congress and DOD leadership can 
prevent the component from moving forward with the labor source dictated by workforce mix 
guidance. Endstrength limits, civilian full-time equivalent (FTE) caps, funding realities, and 
other external constraints may prevent the sourcing choice dictated by the guidance from 
being implemented. Instead, the components often have to move forward with the sourcing 
reality—that sourcing option that is implementable.  

Additional federal government decisions have also affected workforce mix decisions and the 
flexibility allowed to the components in making these decisions. For example, some SMEs 

                                                             
3 The United States Space Force (USSF) became the sixth branch of the Armed Forces on December 20, 2019.  At the 
time of this report, however, these units were still part of the Air Force as USSF had not been formally activated.   
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noted that the services no longer have A-76 public/private competitions as a manpower 
management tool and have lost an objective mechanism for assessing workforce mix and 
comparing labor costs to inform decision-making. Without A-76 as a decision-making tool, 
there is less analysis to indicate which labor source is more efficient.  

Impediments to implementing workforce mix guidance 
In our discussions with SMEs, we also found that the implementation and application of DODI 
1100.22 across components is inconsistent. Some SMEs indicated that they consistently use 
this instruction to make workforce mix/labor source decisions while others do not. SMEs also 
indicated that those applying the workforce mix guidance often interpret it differently because 
of unclear or imprecise definitions, noting that the services have different interpretations of 
military essentiality, for example.  

Another barrier to implementing the guidance is the lack of training for those who are using it.  
SMEs noted that it is not enough to put out an instruction and expect people to understand and 
follow it. Individual components, such as the Army, have developed additional guidance (e.g., 
the Request for Services Contract Approval (RSCA) form) to aid those who are charged with 
applying workforce mix policy and make it easier to follow. The RSCA form, however, is 
generally used by acquisition/contracting officials after a decision to contract has already been 
made and is not necessarily used during the initial manpower mix decision-making process.  

Few consequences to not following DODI 1100.22 
SMEs also noted that there are few consequences to not “following the rules” set forth in DODI 
1100.22. They noted that, other than a possible union complaint, there is little oversight and 
no punishment for not following the rules. Because of this, commands often take the path of 
least resistance and choose the labor source that is easiest to obtain or pay for.  

Underlying incentives encourage the use of one labor type over 
another 
SMEs noted the long and cumbersome DOD civilian hiring process incentivizes the use of 
military personnel and contracted services over civilians. In addition, organizations tend to 
view the contracting option more favorably for two reasons: contractors can be hired quickly, 
and they do not require the management oversight that DOD civilians do. Taken together, the 
barriers to hiring, lack of flexibility, and personnel management issues create a disincentive to 
selecting civilians. 

In addition, different funding structures have the unintended effect of incentivizing some labor 
sources while deterring others. For example, SMEs noted that military labor is often perceived 
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as “free” because it isn’t paid for by the command the way civilians are. This can incentivize the 
use of military personnel rather than civilian personnel for non-military-essential functions.  

Manpower management community is under-resourced  
Several manpower SMEs indicated that the MM community is inadequately resourced. For 
example, the Joint Staff lacks the in-house personnel and resources to conduct manpower 
studies and reviews and depends on the services’ manpower agencies or contractors to 
conduct manpower studies. Resourcing is also required to standardize MM in the Fourth 
Estate, which currently lacks the resources to develop a comprehensive manpower 
management document for the DAFAs to follow.   

No use of modeling or holistic workforce analysis 
The HASC language also called for an investigation of whether the military departments use 
modeling to determine workforce mix as well as an identification of constraints that impede 
holistic analysis of the total force. Per our SME discussions, none of the services use modeling 
to determine the appropriate workforce mix. Although modeling is used extensively to 
determine workload and requirements, these models are agnostic regarding workforce mix. 
Further, according to SME discussions, there is little holistic analysis done on aggregate 
military and civilian requirements or on total force composition. Although the services review 
aggregate military requirements to ensure that they are within endstrength controls, their 
paygrade structure is executable, and they support force rotation policies, this review is not 
done in conjunction with civilian requirements.   

Service SMEs also indicated that, although they previously submitted an annual Inherently 
Governmental and Commercial Activities (IGCA) Inventory, they no longer do so because the 
A-76 program, the original impetus for the IGCA Inventory, is no longer active. Before the 
suspension of the A-76 program, IGCA Inventories were subjected to a quality control process, 
reviewed extensively for errors, and used to conduct workforce analysis across DOD.   

Lack of complete contractor data impedes TF analysis  
Another impediment to holistic total force analysis is the lack of complete contractor data and 
the inability to link contractor data with military and civilian manpower data. The lack of 
complete and current contractor data in DOD’s authoritative manpower databases, as well as 
the inability to link military and civilian manpower data in authoritative manpower databases 
with the databases that house contractor data, creates a large gap in the assessment of DOD’s 
total force. Although the services are required to submit an Inventory of Contract Services, a 
major impediment to using the inventory is that the data in the inventory are often outdated. 
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Without an accurate picture of contracted services, it is very difficult to conduct true TF 
analysis or to understand trends in workforce composition over time.    

Aggregate manpower totals are misleading in assessing TF 
composition  
Finally, we find that the overall mix of military and civilian positions largely depends on the 
number and size of combat units and combat support units (i.e., units with all or mostly military 
positions) and the number and size of organizations with all or mostly civilian positions (e.g., 
depot maintenance facilities, research centers, and engineering facilities). The predominant 
labor source for these types of units and organizations (military or civilian) has been 
determined and is unlikely to change going forward. Organizations with a true mix of military 
and civilian labor account for only about a third of DOD’s active military and civilian positions. 
The mix of military and civilian positions at organizations with a true workforce mix is almost 
evenly split (i.e., ratio of civilian to military positions is about 1 to 1). This split is much higher 
than the ratio based on total positions.   

Based on the findings above, we offer the following recommendations:   

Recommendations 

1. Inform Congress and DOD senior leaders that personnel caps 
and hiring freezes impede policy-driven MM 

Some of the most influential factors affecting total force composition fall outside the 
components’ control. Congressional and DOD senior leaders continue to attempt to address 
perceived inefficiencies in workforce mix through constraints such as personnel caps and 
hiring freezes. These top-down approaches create impediments to sound workforce 
management practices, however, and cause deviations from the guidance. While the 
components cannot prevent Congress and DOD leadership from imposing these constraints, 
they can inform them that these types of constraints interfere with policy-driven workforce 
management. 

2. Address the underlying incentives that encourage the use of 
one labor type over another  

DOD must also address the long and cumbersome DOD civilian hiring process that incentivizes 
the use of military personnel and contracted services over civilians. Organizations tend to view 
the contracting option more favorably because contractors can be hired quickly and do not 
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require the management oversight that DOD civilians do. Taken together, these issues create a 
disincentive to selecting civilians. 

3. Better resource MM community  
Several manpower SMEs indicated that the MM community is inadequately resourced. The 
Joint Staff lacks the in-house personnel and resources to conduct manpower studies and 
reviews and depends on the services’ manpower agencies or contractors to conduct manpower 
studies. This reliance on the services’ manpower agencies puts additional burdens on these 
workforces. We recommend that Joint Staff conduct a cost-benefit analysis to determine if 
standing up an in-house manpower study capability would be beneficial. 

Resourcing is also required to standardize MM in the Fourth Estate, which currently lacks the 
resources to develop a comprehensive manpower management document for the DAFAs to 
follow. 

4. Develop training for those applying workforce mix guidance 
Manpower SMEs across DOD indicated that training is needed for those that apply workforce 
mix guidance. SMEs noted that it is not enough to put out an instruction and expect that people 
will be able to follow it; training is necessary. The Total Force Manpower and Analysis 
Directorate (TFM&RS) in the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Manpower & 
Reserve Affairs has convened a working group of manpower experts to update and improve 
DODI 1100.22 with the goal of making the guidance clearer. We recommend that, once DODI 
1100.22 is updated, OSD develop training for those responsible for applying the revised 
guidance. 

5. Design a DOD-wide manpower data collection 
OSD should design an annual manpower data collection from all of the components and 
provide oversight of these data. A renewed manpower data collection effort and oversight of 
these data will help with decision-making and the ability to conduct total force analysis. This 
effort would include focusing on collecting up-to-date contractor data in a format that can be 
assessed and compared with military and civilian data.    

The lack of complete and current contractor data in DOD’s authoritative manpower databases, 
as well as the inability to link military and civilian manpower data in authoritative manpower 
databases with the databases that house contractor data, creates a large gap in the assessment 
of DOD’s total force. This annual data collection of military, civilian, and contracted positions 
would allow for analysis both within and between components across DOD.    
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6. Reconvene manpower issue teams  
Finally, SMEs noted that, at one time, OSD and the services used to convene manpower issue 
teams at the OSD level. The teams identified pertinent manpower issues across the services 
that would give them a sense of issues that might arise during the POM process. OSD has not 
convened these teams in recent years, but SMEs thought it would be beneficial to resume them.  
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Introduction 

Background 
The Department of Defense’s (DOD’s) total force (TF) consists of military (active, reserve, and 
National Guard), government civilians, and contracted services. The size of each manpower 
type relative to the total has fluctuated over time, driven by changes in national security 
concerns and shifting views on what constitutes an effective and efficient workforce. 

Manpower management (MM) is the umbrella term for the set of processes by which the 
services and other DOD components define and fund—for each operational unit, command 
staff, and shore/support organization—the numbers and types of job positions that these 
activities need to perform their missions. The key MM processes are manpower requirements 
determination (MRD) and manpower programming and budgeting. Execution of these MM 
processes across DOD is governed by a combination of Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) 
and service-specific instructions, directives, and policies. In addition to providing methods and 
policy for determining the numbers and types of positions, they provide guidance for 
determining the most appropriate labor source (active military, reserve military, civilians, or 
contracted services) to fill each position.  

HASC TF concerns 
In 2019, when members of the House Armed Services Committee (HASC) reviewed DOD’s 
workforce projections for FY 2020, they learned that the civilian workforce would increase by 
0.7 percent while active component (AC) and reserve component (RC) military endstrength 
would increase by 6.2 and 1.5 percent, respectively. Although the budget request stated “that 
the size and composition of its civilian workforce reflect changes commensurate with the 
Department's military force structure and that its civilian workforce is key to warfighter 
readiness,” some in Congress questioned whether these differential growth rates were 
appropriate and, to a broader extent, whether the TF decision-making processes within the 
services (and, to a lesser extent, the DOD agencies) truly followed the intent of DOD’s policy 
and guidance when assigning a labor source to each job. To address these concerns, the HASC 
called for a review of the processes used by the services and DOD agencies to determine the 
department’s TF.  
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Study tasking 
In response to Congress’s request, the Total Force Manpower and Analysis Directorate in the 
Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Manpower & Reserve Affairs asked CNA to (1) 
investigate how DOD’s policy and guidance are integrated into the MM processes that are 
currently used to determine the size and composition of the department’s workforce and (2) 
assess whether this guidance is being used to determine the most appropriate labor source for 
all positions throughout the department. 

In support of this objective, this study also addresses the following related issues raised by the 
HASC:  

• What impediments prevent (or hinder) the components from (1) following DOD’s 
policy and guidance and (2) using the most appropriate labor source for each position? 

• What role does modeling play in determining the composition of DOD’s workforce? 

• What external factors (outside of the MM process) affect the TF workforce mix? 

Analytic approach 
To address the HASC’s concerns, we structured our investigation along three lines of effort. Our 
main focus entailed investigating the MM process within each service, the Joint Staff, and the 
Fourth Estate4 to understand how it is conducted, paying particular attention to the workforce- 
mix decision-making process.5 We supplemented that effort by analyzing manpower data 
across the services, looking for indications that one type of manpower may be favored over 
another—particularly in organizations with a mix of military and civilian personnel. Finally, 
we explored factors external to the MM process that influence workforce mix decisions and the 
composition of the total force over time.  

Examining the MM processes across all DOD components is a large undertaking. To manage 
this effort within the resource limits of this study while addressing the key questions, our 
investigation focused on decisions and processes that directly affect the mix of active duty 
military and government civilians. We did not review the process for determining mobilization 

                                                             
4 Fourth Estate is a term generally used to refer to the Defense Components outside the Military Services, such as 
OSD and the Defense Agencies and Field Activities. 

5 The United States Space Force (USSF) became the sixth branch of the Armed Forces on December 20, 2019.  At 
the time of this report, however, these units were still part of the Air Force as USSF had not been formally 
activated 
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requirements—a process that affects the size and composition of reserve and National Guard 
forces.  

Organization of report 
The report has four sections. The first reviews DOD’s manpower management functions and 
the policy framework for determining workforce mix. The next section contains the key 
takeaways on workforce mix decisions from our SME discussions with each of the four services, 
the Joint Staff, and the Fourth Estate. It also provides an example of how factors external to the 
MM process affect the composition of the TF. The third section presents our findings from 
analyzing manpower data. We conclude with our findings and recommendations. Appendices 
A through E describe the MM processes in each of the services, the Joint Staff, and the Fourth 
Estate.  
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Manpower Management 

In this section of the report, the following introduction and the subsections on the purpose and 
core functions of MM are taken directly from the 2020 CNA Report, Improving the DOD 
Manpower Management Workforce [2].6  

DOD Directive (DODD) 1100.4 [3], Guidance for Manpower Management, provides direction to 
the DOD components. Each military service issues its own implementation guidance based on 
its force structure and associated organizational structure. The relevant documents for the four 
military services follow: 

• Army Regulation (AR) 570-4, Manpower Management [4] 

• Chief of Naval Operations Instruction (OPNAVINST) 1000.16L, Navy Total Force 
Manpower Policies and Procedures [5] 

• Marine Corps Order (MCO) 5311.1E, Total Force Structure Process [6] 

• Air Force Instruction (AFI) 38-101, Manpower and Organization [7] 

We found formal documents providing implementation guidance for some of the other DOD 
components,7 but only that for the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (CJCS) Instruction 
1001.01B (Joint Manpower and Personnel Program [10]) was as detailed as the service 
documents. 

In the subsection that follows, we use these and other documents to define MM in terms of its 
purpose and functions. Although it causes some loss of specificity, summarizing across 
documents allows us to create common terminology and definitions that apply across DOD.8 

                                                             
6 The 2020 report was sufficiently recent to serve as an up-to-date summary of MM processes across DOD. 

7 See, for example, Defense Contract Management Agency (DCMA) Manual 4301-09, Manpower and Mission 
Analysis [8], and Defense Information Agency (DISA) Instruction 640-45-32, Organization: Manpower Management 
[9]. One of our SME discussions revealed that the Office of the Chief Management Officer was in the process of 
developing manpower management guidance for Fourth Estate organizations, but that effort was not complete at 
the time of this writing. 

8 Service-specific policies will be discussed in more detail in the appendices.  
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Purpose of MM 
We begin the discussion of the purpose of DOD MM with the following description of the 
purpose of DOD itself: 

Although DOD has many responsibilities and functions, at the most basic level 
it is the organization responsible for manning, equipping, and training U.S. 
military forces. The vast majority of DOD’s funding and personnel are assigned 
to tasks that contribute in some way to producing military forces that are 
prepared for combat. As such, DOD can be viewed as an organization that 
converts “inputs” of funding and personnel into “outputs” of combat capability, 
which are then available to be used as the nation sees fit. That combat capability 
is best described in terms of the number and types of combat units that DOD 
can generate and sustain—that is, in terms of force structure. [11], p. 8] 

To ensure that all units can provide the required capabilities, they must be staffed by sufficient 
numbers of personnel with the necessary skills and experience. MM is the process by which 
DOD and the services define and fund the types and numbers of jobs, positions, and billets that 
must be filled to achieve the desired level of capability at both the organization and unit levels. 
In short, MM generates the signal of labor demand for each DOD component based on its own 
unique force structure. 

Define manpower demand based on force structure 
Using definitions from reference [11], DOD force structures are built from the following three 
types of foundational units: 

• Major Combat Units. The most visible and, in general, the most important combat 
units in DOD’s inventory, such as Army brigade combat teams, Navy warships, and Air 
Force tactical fighter squadrons. 

• Support Units. Units that are employed alongside major combat units to support their 
activities in many different ways, including being responsible for engineering, 
intelligence, civil affairs, ordnance, maintenance, and transport. 

• Infrastructure/Administrative Organizations. Non-deployable units that perform 
key functions, such as recruiting, training, acquisition, maintenance, and medical care 
that are necessary for manning, equipping, and training combat and support units. 
Some of these organizations exist within each military service and some are defense-
wide organizations that perform these functions for the entire department. 

All the military services have unique versions of each type of unit, but there is also some 
overlap, especially among administrative units.  
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Generate common manpower outputs 
The differences in force structure matter for MM not only because they generate different 
numbers and types of required positions, but also because they can generate differences in the 
processes that underlie MM functions. Regardless of all these differences, however, MM 
generates the same two primary outputs for all DOD components.9 They are: 

• Unit-specific manpower requirements. Manpower requirements are the minimum 
human resources required for a unit to achieve its mission. They are driven by 
workload and defined in terms of the functions, skills, and grade levels required to 
perform specific tasks and duties. Each manpower requirement is specified as a full-
time equivalent (FTE) and each equates to a specific civilian position or military billet. 
Unit-specific requirements are determined without regard to budget constraints and 
are aggregated to the organization level to create an unconstrained estimate of the 
total required manpower. Because some requirements are not ultimately funded, 
manpower requirements do not send an actionable demand signal to the personnel 
management system. 

• Unit-specific manpower authorizations. Manpower authorizations, also called 
manpower spaces, are approved military or civilian positions to which personnel may 
be assigned for the purpose of performing position-specific tasks. Like manpower 
requirements, they are defined in terms of the functions, skills, and grade levels 
required to perform the tasks. Unlike requirements, authorizations are always funded, 
and, while total authorizations may not exceed total requirements because of budget 
constraints, total authorizations may be less than total requirements. Manpower 
authorizations provide the official demand signal to the personnel management 
system. 

Thus, returning to the purpose of MM, reference [10] defines it as the “means of manpower 
control to ensure the most efficient and economical use of available manpower.” This 
appealingly succinct definition combines the technical efficiency feature of manpower 
requirements with the financially constrained feature of manpower authorizations. 

                                                             
9 These definitions are an amalgamation of the definitions from the DOD and service-specific manpower 
management guidance (i.e., DODD 1100.4 [4], AR 570-4 [5], MCO 5311.1E [7], OPNAVINST 1000.16L [6], AFI 38-
101 [8], and CJCSI 1001.01b [11]). 
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Core MM functions  
In this subsection, we describe the main MM functions that create manpower requirements 
and manpower authorizations. Specifically, we call out three core functions: manpower 
requirements determination (MRD); manpower programming and budgeting as part of the 
DOD Planning, Programming, Budgeting, and Execution (PPBE) process; and the allocation of 
total manpower authorizations to commands and subcommands. 

Unless otherwise noted, the descriptions and definitions in this subsection are an 
amalgamation of those provided in the DOD-level and service-specific MM policies documents 
identified earlier.  

Manpower requirements determination 
MRD is the set of processes that creates unit-specific manpower requirements. MRD processes 
are generally industrial or business engineering processes that translate desired unit 
capabilities into work that will be performed by personnel filling specific numbers and types 
of billets or positions. Although MRD does not take budget constraints into account, a prime 
objective is the efficient use of manpower resources. Key features of MRD processes—inputs, 
methods, and timing/frequency—vary by the type of manpower requirement being 
determined. 

Types of manpower requirements 
The different types of manpower requirements are defined along two main dimensions. The 
first dimension is force structure, as described previously. MRD processes for operational 
units, comprising combat units and support units, are generally separate from MRD processes 
for force generating units, which include administrative and overhead units.10 The second 
dimension is personnel type. For each unit, the MRD process must specify the appropriate 
workforce mix of active and reserve billets and civilian and contractor positions. We will 
discuss the workforce mix decision-making process in more detail in the next section.  

The military services and the Joint Staff also have other kinds of requirements. First, most 
service and Joint Staff units have both peacetime and wartime (also known as mobilization) 
requirements. Additional types of manpower requirements for the services include external or 
outside requirements for military manpower (e.g., Joint Staff and Fourth Estate requirements), 

                                                             
10 Each service uses different words to describe these kinds of units in their MM guidance: (1) Army: operating 
and generating units; (2) Navy: fleet and shore requirements; (3) Marine Corps: operating forces or fleet Marine 
forces and headquarters and support activities; and (4) Air Force: operations, maintenance, and combat support 
functional areas. 
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manpower requirements associated with major new acquisitions, and requirements for the 
individuals account (IA) (e.g., students and trainees and personnel in transient, patient, 
prisoner, and holdee (TPPH) status). 

MRD variables 
The first of the three general categories of variables associated with MRD processes is broad 
policy guidance. DOD policy stipulates that “manpower requirements are driven by workload 
and shall be established at the minimum levels necessary to accomplish mission and 
performance objectives” [3]. Following from this overarching policy directive, additional DOD 
polices,11 and related component-specific policies, provide guidelines and parameters within 
which to determine minimum peacetime and mobilization requirements, and how to 
determine workforce mix based on definitions of work that is military essential or inherently 
governmental. In the next section, we will talk about the policies that govern workforce-mix 
decision-making, specifically DOD Instruction (DODI) 1100.22, in detail.   

The second category includes variables that are used to translate unit-specific missions into 
the types of billets or positions that must be filled in order for specific functions and tasks to 
be performed and desired operational capabilities and services to be delivered. For operational 
units, these variables are determined by established military doctrine and concepts of 
operation and the expected risk or threat level. For force-generating units, these inputs are 
defined in terms of efficient business processes and organizational structures. For both types 
of units, they are determined by the relevant underlying technologies. 

The final category of MRD variables is technical factors that calculate the amount of work 
associated with each task and the amount of manpower needed to do it. The components’ MM 
documents define the amount of work in terms of approved or directed “workloads” needed to 
accomplish a given unit’s mission under specified conditions. They then describe a variety of 
variables used to determine the number of billets or positions required to perform the 
workload. These include various availability factors, staffing standards, crew ratios, and 
workload allowances.12 

MRD studies and methods 
MRD studies can be about updating unit requirements based on new values for the relevant 
variables, or they can be about updating the variable values themselves. Depending on the 
situation, they usually include some or all the following basic steps:  

                                                             
11 See DODI 1100.22, Policy and Procedures for Determining Workforce Mix [1]. 

12 An additional reference for this discussion is Army Regulation 71-32, Force Management: Force Development 
and Documentation Consolidated Policies [12]. 
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1. Create a baseline based on current manpower requirements. 

2. Validate the unit’s mission. 

3. Evaluate the functions and tasks associated with the mission. 

4. Validate manpower utilization. 

5. Define, validate, and project workload. 

6. Develop or apply a workload-manpower relationship. 

7. Compute new estimate of manpower demand. 

8. Determine manpower mix.  

9. Consider potential new organizational structures. 

10. Document results.13 

Various methods and tools underlie these steps. Some are essentially descriptive and entail 
only basic counting, while others entail the application of sophisticated mathematical models 
and statistical techniques. 

For example, part of step 5 is work measurement, or the collection of data on work-hours and 
production by a given work unit. A frequently used work measurement tool is work sampling, 
which involves the application of statistical sampling theory and techniques to the study of 
work systems. Specifically, the characteristics of the sampled, or observed, work done are used 
to produce estimates of the total amounts of work and types of activities done. In other cases, 
it is possible to do work measurement by observing all the work done by a unit, so that no 
statistical techniques are required. Similarly, step 6 generally entails developing manpower 
models, which are mathematical equations that describe the relationship between workload 
variable(s) and manpower requirements. In many cases, the type of method to use depends on 
whether the study is for one unit or for multiple similar units. It also depends on the nature of 
the output. The output of some types of units is more difficult to quantify than that of other 
units. 

The Army’s distinction between staffing standards and staffing guides helps to illustrate the 
nature of these methodological differences. According to [4], AR 570-4 staffing standards are 
used to develop manpower requirements through work measurement, normally at more than 
one location, using regression analysis and other statistically valid procedures. Staffing guides, 

                                                             
13 These steps are summarized from the Army’s guiding MM document [5], but each appears in different ways in 
other services’ guiding documents and MRD manuals. See, for example, NAVMAC’s Navy Total Force Manpower 
Requirements Handbook [27] and USFF CMAT’s Shore Manpower Requirements Determination Program Handbook 
[14]. 
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however, provide manpower “yardsticks” that indicate numerical manpower requirements 
based on workload indicators, and usually provide the information in a tabular format. 

Timing and frequency 
DOD policy does not dictate a specific schedule for component-level MRD. Instead it directs 
that “changes in manpower shall be preceded by changes to the programs, missions, and 
functions that require manpower resources” [3].  

Consistent with this broad DOD guidance, the DOD components provide implementation 
guidance indicating that manpower requirements should be redetermined if there is a change 
to any of the key MRD inputs. These component-specific policies get implemented as regular 
or cyclical reviews of missions, operational concepts, organizational structures, specific 
functions, and relevant technologies to ensure that any changes to these variables are 
translated to changes in manpower requirements. These review cycles are usually one to three 
years long. MRD studies must also be done when new organizations are established or when 
major new weapon systems are acquired.  

Each of the service’s manpower analysis agencies is also directed to review/refresh manpower 
requirements periodically, typically every three to five years. However, because of limited 
resources, these reviews are often delayed. For example, according to Navy policy, each 
command’s manpower requirements should be reviewed every three years. Because of the 
limited number of review teams, the work involved in conducting a review, and the number of 
shore commands, however, a review typically occurs every five to six years. 

Manpower programming and budgeting 
The manpower programming and budgeting function is the first step in turning unit-specific 
requirements into unit-specific authorizations. Specifically, DOD Directive 1100.4 stipulates 
that DOD military and civilian manpower resources “shall be programmed in accordance with 
validated manpower requirements, and within fiscal limits and acceptable levels of risk 
identified in Defense planning and programming guidance” [4]. This MM function is embedded 
in the more comprehensive PPBE process. PPBE is the process used to create the DOD’s portion 
of the President’s annual budget request to Congress.   

The Congressional Research Service (CRS) describes it as follows: 

Planning, Programming, Budgeting, and Execution (PPBE) is an annual 
Department of Defense (DOD) process for allocating resources. It serves as the 
framework for DOD civilian and military leaders to decide which programs and 
force structure requirements to fund based on strategic objectives. [13] 
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DOD Directive 7045.14 states that the objective of PPBE “is to provide the DOD with the most 
effective mix of forces, equipment, manpower, and support attainable within fiscal 
constraints.” [14] Thus, manpower programming and budgeting are the processes that inform 
the manpower portion of each DOD component’s budget and, in aggregate, of the overall DOD 
budget. These MM processes are analogous to the processes for procuring the weapon systems 
used by combat units and the office and other equipment used by DOD agencies and field 
activities.  

Authorization and allocation 
Authorization and allocation is the next, and final, step in turning manpower requirements into 
manpower authorizations. It is the top-down process by which programmed military 
endstrength and total civilian FTE work-years are allocated from the component level to the 
command level and, ultimately, to the unit level.  

Because budget constraints typically mean that requirements are not fully funded, allocations 
are made based on component-level priorities set by DOD and component leadership. They are 
also guided by DOD and component-specific policies that define the relationship between 
requirements and authorizations. In particular, authorizations must be based on validated, 
approved requirements and must match in terms of functions, skills, and grade levels. In 
addition, authorizations cannot exceed requirements at specific levels of aggregation, such as 
the unit, the program element, and the manpower type. 

This step also includes in-year modifications or reallocations of manpower resources. These 
changes are considered “zero-balance” changes because they realign existing manpower 
authorizations to meet changing conditions or mission needs, but do not affect the total 
number of positions. 

Although authorization and allocation comprise the last step in turning manpower 
requirements into manpower authorizations, it is important to note that results of this step in 
one year feed back into the programming and budgeting function of the next year as part of the 
execution review. This feature captures the continuous nature of the overall MM process. 

Workforce mix policies 
The workforce mix (or manpower mix) decisions that are the focus of this study are embedded 
at multiple points in the broader MM process and are made by different actors at different 
points. During the MRD phase—whether generating new requirements or reviewing and 
validating existing requirements—workforce mix recommendations are made by manpower 
analysts at local levels based on mission and work requirements, as well as specific guidance 
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regarding what types of manpower should be used for different types of work. During the 
programming and budgeting phase, higher level decision-makers impose funding and other 
constraints, which may make the workforce mix recommended by a local command 
unachievable. As a result, the workforce mix that is ultimately authorized may be quite 
different from that which was recommended. 

Here, we identify and summarize the three main policy documents that guide workforce mix 
decisions, or more specifically the decision of whether a function should be performed by 
military, government civilian, or contract labor. Guidance for applying these policies is 
synthesized in the workforce mix decision tree shown in Figure 1, which was developed by 
OSD P&R/M&RA Total Force Manpower and Resources Directorate. 
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Figure 1.  Workforce Mix Decision Tree 

Source: Source: OSD P&R/M&RA Total Force Manpower and Resources Directorate. 
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DOD Directive 1100.4, Guidance for Manpower Management 
DODD 1100.4 provides guiding principles for all MM processes. The overarching principle is 
that: “National military objectives shall be accomplished with a minimum of manpower that is 
organized and employed to provide maximum effectiveness and combat power. [15]” 

DODD 1100.4 also provides specific guidance for workforce mix decisions during all three 
phases of MM. For the purposes of this study, the guidance for the MRD phase is most relevant. 
First, it stipulates that missions should be accomplished using the least costly mix of personnel, 
consistent with military requirements and other needs of DOD. In addition, it requires that 
manpower be designated as civilian except when military incumbency is required for reasons 
of law, command and control of crisis situations, combat readiness, or esprit de corps; unusual 
working conditions are not conducive to civilian employment; or military-unique knowledge 
and skills are required for successful performance of the duties. Finally, it also allows for 
personnel management considerations, such as creating enough military and civilian positions 
to provide a rotation base for those assigned outside the United States; management and other 
career advancement opportunities; and opportunities to develop job-related skills and 
competencies that that are not taught in, or cannot be recruited directly from, the private 
sector. 

DOD Instruction 1100.22, Policies and Procedures for 
Determining Workforce Mix 
DODI 1100.22 implements DODD 1100.4 and establishes DOD policy on the categorization of 
functions as inherently governmental (IG), commercial (CA), and commercial but exempt from 
private-sector performance (exempt). These categorizations of the nature of the work 
determine whether a function can be performed by private-sector labor or must be performed 
in-house by a military member or government civilian. The Instruction directs manpower 
analysts to distinguish between functions that are IG and commercial and to identify which IG 
and commercial functions will be performed by military personnel and which will be 
performed by DOD civilian personnel.14 

Per the Instruction, inherently governmental activities are “activities that require the exercise 
of discretion when applying Federal Government authority or value judgments when making 
decisions for the Federal Government.” In addition, the instruction provides a detailed list of 
criteria for determining whether a task or function is inherently governmental. In general, 

                                                             
14 DODI 1100.22 is based on categories first defined in the FAIR Act of 1998 (and subsequently in OMB Circular A-
76). It was last issued 10 years ago and has not yet been updated to incorporate newly defined categories such as 
critical functions. 
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these are tasks and activities that might give rise to conflict of interest if performed by a 
contractor or that are performed in a combat setting or require the command and control of 
military. 

If a determination is made that the function is inherently governmental but not military 
essential, the cheaper of military or civilian labor should be selected. Otherwise, the function 
is considered commercial, and components should use civilian or contractor labor, except 
where exempted from commercial performance for specific reasons delineated in the 
Instruction.  

In addition to determining if a function is inherently governmental or commercial, DODI 
1100.22 also discusses functions that are considered closely associated to IG (CAIG) or 
personal services. Functions that are CAIG must be performed in-house to the maximum extent 
practical. Personal services shall be performed by military or DOD civilian personnel and not 
contracted unless specifically authorized. 

Federal Procurement Policy Letter 11-01 
Federal Procurement Policy Letter 11-01 requires agencies to identify and ensure that they 
retain control over critical functions that are core to the agency’s mission but may be 
contracted out to the private sector. DOD’s policies and procedures predate the publication of 
this requirement, however, and consequently contain no reference to it. 
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Component Workforce Mix Decisions 

We held SME discussions with MM experts throughout the services as well as the Joint Staff to 
understand if and where workforce mix guidance is applied in their MM processes and to 
identify any impediments to following the guidance. We also asked SMEs about the use of 
models in determining workforce mix, potential barriers to the holistic analysis of military and 
civilian requirements, and about factors outside the MM process that affect workforce-mix 
decisions and total force composition. 

In this section, we describe our main takeaways from these discussions. We start with 
takeaways unique to each DOD component, then present takeaways that span all 
components.15 We conclude with an example that illustrates the effects that factors external to 
the MM process can play in shaping an organization’s workforce.  

Takeaways for each DOD component 

Air Force  
Workforce mix determination  

Per Air Force SMEs, workforce mix and the determination of whether a function will be 
performed by military, civilian, or contract labor is considered at multiple levels within the Air 
Force. Manpower requirements are generated by the Air Force Manpower Analysis Agency 
(AFMAA), which takes an agnostic view on the workforce mix. Instead, it is the major 
commands (MAJCOMs) that typically determine desired manpower mix. Per SMEs, Air Force 
Program Development Division AF/A1MP administers top-line resourcing, which is 
distributed to the various MAJCOMs, where workforce mix decisions are ultimately made. Zero 
balance transfers of authorizations between and within MAJCOMs can occur. 

Manpower allocations by A1MP to the MAJCOMs take into account the overall availability of 
military manpower across various paygrades, as well as the civilian labor market and the 
availability of civilian manpower to fill the authorized billets. If the local market is unable to 
support a civilian hire, military personnel will be used.  

 

                                                             
15 A more detailed description of the manpower management processes for each of the services and Joint Staff can 
be found in the appendices. 
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Impediments to following the workforce mix guidance  

Air Force SMEs noted that workforce mix decisions must also contend with leadership 
directives and external factors. For example, SMEs noted that civilian positions are often at risk 
of cuts due to top-down directives. They further noted that it can be difficult to convert civilian 
positions to military positions because of local political and union pressure. There are similar 
political pressures regarding the guard and reserves, because local congressional 
representatives may view those billets as sources of local employment and may be reluctant to 
make cuts. 

Lastly, SMEs indicated that workforce mix is strongly dictated by historical precedent. Multiple 
SMEs remarked that, if there were a precedent (for example, standing up a unit similar to 
existing units), they would use the workforce mix of the existing unit to determine the mix of 
the new unit. SMEs noted that changes to manpower mix for existing requirements tend to be 
on the margin and gradual. However, when establishing a new requirement where no 
comparisons exist (standing up a new cyber function, for example), there is a more direct 
application of the guidance from DODI 1100.22.  

Army  

Workforce mix determination  
The Army’s Total Army Analysis (TAA) process is used to define its force structure in terms of 
workforce mix—military and civilians—within endstrength and other DOD constraints. The 
TAA model incorporates both qualitative and quantitative analyses and more specifically 
applies the guidance for determining its manpower mix as defined in DODI 1100.22, Policy and 
Procedures for Determining Workforce Mix. 

Per SME discussions, the Army G3/5/7 office is responsible for reviewing all generating force 
(GF) requirements and integrating them in the Structure and Manpower Allocation System 
(SAMAS). Per SMEs, G3/5/7 is responsible for reviewing all Table of Distribution and 
Allowances (TDA).16  SMEs described how commands make workforce mix recommendations 
for requirements, and G3/5/7 reviews those recommendations and evaluates if they are sound. 
If the workforce-mix recommendation is not in accordance with DODI 1100.22, G3/5/7 
submits changes to the requesting command.  

                                                             
16 The Army has two kinds of requirements documents. The first is a table of organization and equipment (TOE) 
that enumerates the Army unconstrained manpower and equipment requirements for its operating forces. The 
second type of requirements document is the Army Table of Distribution and Allowances (TDA). The TDA 
provides the organizational structure, manpower, and equipment requirements and authorizations to perform 
missions in the Army’s generating force (GF). 
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Army SMEs report that they follow DODI 1100.22 to make workforce mix decisions, specifically 
as part of the TAA. Army SMEs noted that they have also suggested to the DODI 1100.22 
working group that the RSCA form17 be included in the new version of the DODI, noting that it 
should help those tasked with determining workforce mix to understand what can and cannot 
be contracted. SMEs suggested that the instruction should also be amended to require that the 
checklist be filled out every time a contract option is extended in order to verify that the 
function can continue to be contracted.    

Impediments to following the workforce mix guidance 
SMEs from ASA M&RA, the office responsible for writing Army workforce mix policy, noted 
that some of the MM and workforce mix guidance, including AR 570-4, is not clear. For example, 
SMEs noted that the Army previously had a policy in which military personnel could be 
reassigned anywhere, even to a non-military-essential function, for 90 days. At the time of this 
writing, AR 570-4 has been revised to clarify some workforce mix policies and is awaiting legal 
review.  

Army SMEs also expressed that there are few consequences if commands do not follow the 
workforce mix guidance. They noted that, other than a possible union complaint, there is little 
oversight and no punishment for not following the rules. Because of this, commands often take 
the path of least resistance and choose the labor source that is easiest to obtain or pay for.  

SMEs also pointed out that those applying the guidance are often not trained to do so. The 
personnel at the requiring activity are supposed to do the research, read the statement of work, 
and do the analysis necessary when determining what type of labor to use. SMEs noted, 
however, that these personnel need to be trained on how to analyze functions and apply the 
workforce mix policies; the Army should not simply expect people to understand and follow 
the guidance. SMEs indicated that, although the goal of revising AR 570-4 and developing the 
RSCA form is to make it easier to follow the laws, policies, and regulations governing workforce 
mix, there is currently no training for applying workforce mix policy and no money for training 
civilians. Army SMEs further noted that, although they used to have a more robust capability 
to review contracts, they no longer have the resources to do so because their staff has been 
significantly reduced.   

In addition, Army SMEs noted that, although requiring activities should be following the 
guidance to determine if they should perform a function in-house or contract it, other factors 
often take precedence. For example, per Title 10, United States Code (U.S.C.), Section 129, the 
number of civilians is supposed to be determined by workload and available funds. In reality, 
however, the activities operate as if there is a civilian FTE cap. Furthermore, SMEs expressed 

                                                             
17 The RSCA form can be found in Appendix G. 
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that the civilian hiring process is lengthy and cumbersome. Consequently, organizations tend 
to view the contracting option more favorably because they can be hired quickly without 
dealing with personnel management issues. In addition, in certain instances where a capability 
may be relatively undefined (e.g., cyber operations), some may perceive an initial contractor 
option as providing an organization with more flexibility and latitude before defining and 
developing an enduring requirement. Taken together, these factors create a disincentive to 
selecting civilians.  

SMEs also noted that, although contractors are supposed to be the flexible labor option for 
temporary assignments, civilians are often treated as the flexible labor option through 
attrition. According to SMEs, in times when they have been instructed to eliminate civilian 
authorizations, this forces the work to be given to military because they are not supposed to 
contract these positions per the A-76 moratorium. Conversely, SMEs went on to explain that, 
although commands are not supposed to outsource civilian positions per the moratorium, it is 
still happening. For example, civilian positions that were cut due to funding issues later became 
contracted positions, often at greater cost and in violation of the A-76 moratorium. This 
happens because there is no institutional knowledge that the position used to be civilian and 
that it cannot be contracted.   

Navy  

Workforce mix determination  
Navy workforce mix decisions are addressed by the Shore Manpower Requirements 
Determination (SMRD) program, which is used to determine manpower requirements for 
activities whose mission does not require engaging in or maintaining readiness for military or 
military support operations under combat conditions. Manpower requirements for these 
organizations are based on approved mission, function, and task (MFT) statements. Budget 
Submitting Offices (BSOs) are responsible for determining manpower requirements (including 
the workforce mix) for these organizations, which are documented in Statements of Manpower 
Requirements (SMRs). 

According to our discussions with SMEs, every BSO has its own process for determining shore 
manpower requirements. In fact, the two largest BSOs, US Fleet Forces Command (USFFC) and 
Commander, Pacific Fleet (COMPACFLT), indicated that they do not determine any manpower 
requirements. They use the Command Manpower Analysis Team (CMAT) to conduct 
manpower requirement reviews for the shore commands under their purview. According to 
policy, each command should be reviewed every three years. However, because of the limited 
number of review teams, the work involved in conducting a review, and the number of shore 
commands, a review typically occurs about every five to six years. In between, commands can 
make "unit validated" changes through billet change requests (BCRs). These requests go 
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through the BSOs, but approval is usually automatic unless the change requires funding.  
Requirements changes that require funding are submitted to the cognizant resource sponsor 
through POM issue papers. Resource sponsors are reluctant to fund requirements that are not 
validated through the SMRD.  

The process that the CMAT uses to determine which manpower source is appropriate for the 
SMR is outlined in its Shore Manpower Requirements Determination Program Handbook [16].18 
For the most part, this process aligns with DOD guidance. There are two primary 
considerations for assigning/retaining a position as military: is the requirement military 
essential, and, if not, is the community (i.e., rating) that has the required skills for the position 
in need of shore-duty billets to support the Navy’s force rotation policies? If the answer to 
either of these questions is yes, the requirement will remain military. If the answers are no, 
then civilian or contact support will be considered. The other steps guide decisions on whether 
to assign the position to a government civilian or contract support.  

The Navy is transforming its SMRD program. Beginning in July of 2021, all shore manpower 
reviews will use the same process, and the management of the SMRD process will shift from 
the BSOs to NAVMAC.19  Initially, shore manpower reviews will continue to follow existing 
SMRD study processes and will integrate greater analytical rigor and data-centric analytics as 
the future SMRD protocol matures. 

From a manpower programming perspective, our discussions with the resource sponsors and 
budget offices indicated that manpower programming does not significantly affect workforce 
mix. Military and civilian manpower are programmed separately and funded from separate 
appropriation categories, so there are no direct trade-offs between manpower types that occur 
in the PPBES process. 

Impediments to following the guidance  
SMEs noted that the decentralized SMRD process at Navy BSOs can lead to inconsistent 
application of the guidance. The more centralized SMRD process under NAVMAC should 
address this issue, however.  In addition, SMEs noted that manpower reviews are not 
conducted frequently so initial manpower mix decisions tend to remain unchanged. Navy SMEs 
also pointed out that the OMB A-76 moratorium and the inability to outsource previously 
civilian positions as well as leadership direction to insource contracted positions, for example, 
can have impacts on the workforce mix.   

                                                             
18 We review this process in Appendix C. 

19 Because this paper was issued in July 2021, we do not capture the details of the SMRD process under NAVMAC 
which was still in transition at that time.   
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Marine Corps 

Workforce mix determination  
There is currently no Marine Corps-specific directive or policy on manpower mix; however, the 
Marine Corps Total Force Structure Process [6] references DODI 1100.22 for manpower mix 
decisions. 20 For new top-down manpower requirements (in which a new organization or a 
new mission/function is created where a previous one did not exist), the decision on labor 
source would typically be made at the service headquarters agency level. This decision is made 
in coordination with the Marine Air-Ground Task Force (MAGTF) advocates and proponents 
and the high-level operational headquarters, intermediate-level major subordinate command, 
or supporting establishment organization that will own the new unit.  

Once billet requirements for the new organization are identified, based on the mission 
statement and mission-essential tasks (METs), manpower-mix decisions would follow based 
on MFT analyses. Based on DODI 1100.22, the Marine Corps should evaluate each billet to 
determine which personnel type is required. The level within the respective hierarchy of the 
new organization and other factors outlined in the DOD policy guide those decisions. For 
manpower requirements from the bottom up, workforce mix decisions are typically made by 
the unit commander who owns the billet in question or would own the new billet requested. 
The requesting commander is responsible for and expected to follow DOD policies and 
guidance in generating the request. 

Impediments to following the guidance  
We were unable to reach Marine Corps manpower SMEs for input on this study. However, a 
2011 CNA study titled A Total Workforce Approach to Making Manpower Decisions [17] found 
that the manpower mix guidance provided in DODI 1100.22 is not consistently applied during 
the manpower requirements decision-making process. Rather, manpower mix decisions are 
often made based on the availability of personnel and/or funding to fill the new billets or the 
urgency to fill the billet. In these instances, the manpower mix codes are populated in the 
Marine Corps’ authoritative manpower system after the labor source decision has already been 
made in order to provide justification for the labor source.  It is unclear if the Marine Corps has 
changed its processes since this 2011 study because we were unable to reach Marine Corps 
SMEs to update this information.   

                                                             
20 We were unable to reach Marine Corps SMEs for this study. This subsection is based on the Marine Corps Total 
Force Structure Document [6] and findings from a 2011 CNA study [15].   
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Joint Staff  

Workforce mix determination  
The Joint Staff’s MM process and the ultimate decision on labor source for requirements 
requires the approval of a Joint Manpower Validation Board (JMVB). Per CJCSI 1001.1B, 
requests for new joint manpower for combatant commands and other joint activities must be 
submitted to the Joint Staff for validation. Joint Staff J-1 then convenes a Joint Mission and 
Manpower Assessment Team (JMMAT) to analyze the request and make recommendations to 
the Operations Deputies (OpsDeps) Tank. The OpsDeps Tank decides whether to endorse the 
mission brought forward by the combatant command for further resourcing consideration. If 
endorsed, the request moves to the JMVB for sizing (attributes such as grade, skill, quantity, 
etc.). JMVB-validated billets are initially documented as unfunded requirements. The PPBE 
process determines whether these requirements receive funding.  

Per SME discussions, the JMVB validates the manpower mix. SMEs noted that the JMVB 
evaluates whether a requirement is military essential; if it is not military essential, it is 
considered civilian. Although SMEs indicated that they are required to use the process in DODI 
1100.22, the determination of labor source often comes down to affordability, noting that 
military, civilian, and contracted services are not paid for from the same pot of money.  SMEs 
noted that the combatant commands’ (COCOMs’) initial manpower preference is typically 
military, but that comes at the expense of the services’ force structure, so they often have to 
use civilian manpower as an alternative. They further described how the Cost Assessment and 
Program Evaluation office (CAPE) and the comptroller play a role because the preference for 
military manpower can often not be supported, and CAPE is more easily able to allocate civilian 
dollars.  

Joint Staff SMEs also explained that, if a command asks for growth, they use one of the service’s 
manpower analysis agencies (Air Force Manpower Analysis Agency (AFMAA) or US Army 
Manpower Analysis Agency (USAMAA), for example) to do the analysis and determine new 
requirements. They noted that this is because they do not have the in-house resources or staff 
to do manpower studies. SMEs also noted that they do not perform a constant review or 
justification of the workforce mix; once the labor source has been determined, it typically 
remains the same.    

Impediments to following the guidance  
Joint Staff SMEs noted that DODI 1100.22 has more applicability for the services because the 
Joint Staff and COCOMs do not typically have to consider such issues as force rotation, career 
development, or esprit de corps. They suggested that the DODI 1100.22 should recognize that 
the Joint Staff and Fourth Estate workforce mix decision processes differ from the services and 
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offer two separate processes. They further noted that training on how to apply the DODI is 
necessary and should be developed. 

Fourth Estate  
There is no standardized MM process in the Fourth Estate. Among the 20 defense agencies and 
field activities (DAFAs), each has its own approach to MM. The fact that only a few of the 
defense agencies have issued MM guidance21 indicates that, not only is there no standard MM 
process across the Fourth Estate, but there is also likely no formalized process within many of 
the agencies and activities. Although the Office of the Chief Management Officer (OCMO) is 
tasked with developing overarching MM policy guidance for the Fourth Estate, similar to the 
service’s MM instructions, little progress had been made on this document at the time of this 
study.  

Workforce mix determination is less of a consideration in the Fourth Estate since most of these 
positions are civilian. SMEs we spoke with in the OCMO indicated that the overarching policy 
guidance they intend to write for the Fourth Estate will provide guidance on what criteria must 
be met before a DAFA can request military manpower resources. As the SMEs note, only when 
they have determined that the billet cannot be filled by a civilian or be satisfied by a short-term 
contract can the DAFAs request military resources. SMEs also noted that the policy document 
would not include guidance on workforce mix but would reference DODI 1100.22.22   

Key takeaways across DOD 
We discuss takeaways relevant to all DOD components in the subsections below. 

Application of the guidance   
In our discussions with SMEs, we found that the implementation and application of DOD 
workforce mix policies across components are inconsistent. Some SMEs indicated that they 
consistently use DODI 1100.22 to make workforce-mix/labor source decisions while others 
indicated that they do not. SMEs also noted that the application of the policies varies across 
DOD because many components have their own definition for military-essential positions. 
Service SMEs with whom we spoke indicated that this was due to the imprecise definition of 

                                                             
21 See, for example, Defense Contract Management Agency Manual 4301-09, Manpower and Mission Analysis [8] 
and Defense Information Agency Instruction 640-45-32, Organization: Manpower Management [9]. 

22 Our discussions with OCMO SMEs predated congressional action in the Fiscal Year 2021 National Defense 
Authorization Act to dis-establish OCMO. As of this writing, the future of the Fourth Estate Management Office and 
the associated responsibilities for developing overarching MM policy for the Fourth Estate are in flux. 
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military essentiality provided in DODI 1100.22. They noted that the definitions for some of the 
other criteria, including esprit de corps and military-unique knowledge, are also vague.   

In addition, SMEs noted that DODI 1100.22 was written at a time when public-private 
competitions under OMB Circular A-76 were authorized, and the instruction helped to identify 
which functions were eligible for public-private competition. They noted that, since public-
private competitions are currently suspended under the A-76 moratorium, some of the 
language in the instruction is not applicable at present. OSD TFM&RS recently convened a 
working group of manpower experts throughout DOD who are working on revising the 
instruction with an eye toward updating the language and making it more user friendly.   

No use of modeling and little holistic analysis of workforce 
composition  
Per SME discussions, none of the services uses modeling to determine the appropriate 
workforce mix. While modeling is used extensively to determine workload and requirements, 
these models are agnostic regarding workforce mix and labor type. The recommendation on 
what type of labor to use is typically determined by the requiring activity or command and is 
either validated or changed if it cannot be supported at subsequent levels in the manpower 
management or budgeting and authorization process. 

Further, per SME discussions, there is little holistic analysis done when determining military 
and civilian requirements and on total force composition. Although components used to submit 
an annual IGCA Inventory, these inventories are no longer collected, and there is no OSD or 
service level analysis conducted on these manpower data. Components do consider workforce 
composition at a more functional level, however. For example, Army G3/5/7 SMEs noted that 
they try to link requirements that are bought through the TAA process on the military side and 
consider whether or not a command bought additional manpower on the civilian side. 

SMEs also stated that, if they were to conduct analysis of aggregate numbers of the total force, 
it would be limited because of the lack of complete contractor data and the inability to link 
contractor data with military and civilian data. Army SMEs indicated that, from FY 2008 to FY 
2015, G3/5/7 captured enduring contracts, which gave them a good sense of their military, 
civilian, and contractor mix. They noted they no longer maintain this data, however, and are 
unable to do a total force review. SMEs noted that they do have visibility on insourcing 
decisions because they have visibility on requirements and authorizations. 
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Constraints to ideal workforce mix decisions  
The DOD policies we’ve described are intended to guide each component to the most 
appropriate and efficient source of labor for a function. However, as we heard in our SME 
discussions, external constraints can prevent a component from moving forward with a 
particular labor source. Endstrength limits, funding realities, and other external constraints 
may prevent the sourcing choice from being implemented. Instead, the components often have 
to move forward with the sourcing reality—that sourcing option that is implementable.  

In addition, different funding structures have the unintended effect of incentivizing the use of 
some labor sources while deterring the use of others. Although DOD policies state that risk 
mitigation shall take precedence over cost savings when necessary to maintain core 
capabilities and readiness, the potential savings from using military personnel for non-
military-essential functions continues to influence workforce-mix decisions, especially in times 
of declining budgets.  

The long and cumbersome DOD civilian hiring process also incentivizes the use of military 
personnel and contracted services over civilians.  SMEs noted that organizations tend to view 
the contracting option more favorably for two reasons: contractors can be hired quickly, and 
they do not require the management oversight that DOD civilians do. Taken together, the 
barriers to hiring, lack of flexibility, and personnel management issues create a disincentive to 
selecting civilians. 

Another difficulty facing DOD components is that often federal government or service-level 
policies drive their workforce-mix decisions. SMEs described how MM is a constant 
optimization problem, and they are often dealing with competing demands or opposing 
forces—for example, internal pressure to replace military personnel with civilians, and 
external pressure to reduce civilian staff, particularly in times of declining budgets. SMEs also 
noted that, although there is not supposed to be a cap on civilian FTE, they are often operating 
under congressionally mandated civilian hiring freezes or being told not to exceed a certain 
level of civilian manpower by service leadership. 

Other federal government decisions have also affected workforce mix decisions and the 
flexibility allowed to the components in making these decisions. For example, the federal 
government shifted from a focus on public-private competitions over a decade ago, and DOD 
components can no longer contract out any civilian position because of the OMB Circular A-76 
moratorium. Some SMEs expressed concern that the services no longer have A-76 as a 
manpower management tool and have lost an objective mechanism for assessing workforce 
mix and comparing labor costs to inform decision-making. Without A-76 as a decision-making 
tool, there is less analysis to indicate which labor source is more efficient. 
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An illustrative example 
A good example to illustrate the impact of federal government and leadership decisions on 
what constitutes an “efficient and effective” force is to view the composition of the workforce 
at the regional ship maintenance organizations in San Diego, California from 2006 to 2019. 
Figure 2 shows the annual number of authorized government civilian positions and enlisted 
military billets at these facilities over that time period. The blue columns represent the enlisted 
billets and green columns represent the civilian positions. In 2006 and 2007, the ratio of 
enlisted military billets to civilian positions was over 2 to 1. In 2008, when A-76 was an active 
program, the Navy decided to outsource part of this maintenance. As a result, the Navy reduced 
the enlisted workforce by almost 1,000 positions, while the civilian positions remained 
constant. 

In 2013, when the A-76 program was no longer active but components were instructed to 
insource, the Navy decided to insource these maintenance functions and nearly doubled the 
number of civilian positions, while enlisted position remained unchanged. From 2013 through 
2017, the number of civilian and military positions increased. This may have been due to 
increases in maintenance workload or a further decrease in contractor support. The increase 
in enlisted billets was also due to a Navy decision to increase career development assignments 
ashore for maintenance technicians. This was directed to help improve the on-ship 
maintenance capabilities of surface ships by increasing shore assignments at I-level 
maintenance facilities. 

This example illustrates two points. The first is the impact of federal government decisions and 
leadership views on workforce composition and related factors that affect it. Second, it shows 
the need to track the level of contractor support. Not doing so prevents a complete analysis 
that would show how much of the change in workforce was due to changes in leadership 
directives as opposed to changes in workload.  
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Figure 2.  Workforce mix and regional ship maintenance facilities in San Diego, CA 

 

Source: Total Force Manpower Management System (TFMMS). 
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Manpower Data: Analysis and Findings 

Our third LOE examines the composition of DOD’s workforce. Our analysis explored three 
areas: composition of the workforce by manpower type, primary reasons/justification for 
assigning job positions to active duty military personnel and government civilians, and 
relationships between manpower requirements and authorizations. In this section, we present 
these analyses and discuss the insights they provide in addressing the key study issues and in 
guiding our investigation of the MM processes.23 

Composition of DOD’s TF 
We examined the composition of DOD’s TF from two perspectives. First, we reviewed the total 
number of positions for each manpower type. We then drilled deeper into the active duty 
military and government civilian components (because they are the focus of this study) to 
examine the distribution of these positions among three groups of units and organizations that 
we created based on their military/civilian workforce mix. 

Workforce by manpower type 
Most reviews of DOD’s TF report total numbers of positions for each manpower type or the 
ratios of one type to another. Figure 3 shows the numbers and shares of active military, reserve 
military, and government civilian positions in 2020 for each military department and the 
Fourth Estate.24 Among the services, there are variations both in the civilian share and in the 
active-reserve mix. The Army has a relatively small civilian share and a relatively large reserve 
share. The Navy and Air Force have similar civilian shares, but different active-reserve 
distributions. The Fourth Estate, not surprisingly, has a much larger civilian share than the 
military departments. 

 

                                                             
23 We were limited in the manpower data to which we had access. Our main data sources were 2016 IGCA data for 
all DOD, the 2020 DMMR report, and Navy manpower data from TFMMS. We were unable to obtain manpower 
data from the Air Force, Army, and Fourth Estate. 

24 Civilian totals represent appropriated fund positions. 
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Figure 2.  FY20 workforce mix in the military departments and the Fourth Estate 

 

Source: Tables 1-1 and 2-4 in reference [18]. 
Note: Military positions are double-counted, appearing in both the service and Fourth-Estate manpower totals. 
Civilian positions do not include contractors. 
 

Table 1, from [19], shows the yearly civilian to military ratios from 2008 to 2018 for each 
military department and for DOD as a whole.25 In 2018, the Air Force and the Department of 
the Navy (DON) had ratios of one civilian for every three military personnel. The Army’s ratio 
was just under one civilian for every four military personnel. These ratios have increased over 
the past decade, more so in the Navy and Air Force than in the Army. Across the DOD, the ratio 
increased by 17.2 percent over this period. The Navy experienced the largest increase at 24.7 
percent, followed by the Air Force at 13.4 percent increase and the Army with an 8.5 percent 
increase. Changes in this ratio can be caused by changes in the number of civilians, changes in 

                                                             
25 The military component includes active and reserve personnel. 
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the number of military, or changes in both. For the Navy, nearly all of its ratio increase was 
from increases in civilian levels. The same can be said for the Air Force. The increase in the 
Army’s ratio of civilian to military personnel, however, was because of a reduction in military 
personnel [19]. 

Table 1. Ratio of civilian to military personnel 

Service 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 

Air Force 0.29 0.30 0.32 0.33 0.32 0.32 0.32 0.33 0.33 0.32 0.33 
Army 0.22 0.23 0.24 0.23 0.23 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.23 0.23 0.23 
DONa 0.27 0.28 0.29 0.29 0.30 0.29 0.30 0.32 0.33 0.31 0.33 
All DOD 0.28 0.29 0.31 0.31 0.31 0.30 0.31 0.32 0.32 0.32 0.33 

Source: [19]. 
a DON includes Marine Corps personnel. 

Contractors 
The above review does not include contracted services, primarily because data on contracted 
services is incomplete and not maintained in the same format or in the same authoritative 
manpower databases that house military and civilian billet data.26 This lack of quality 
contractor data prevents a complete analysis of the total force.  

Title 10, U.S.C., Section 2330a(c) requires the Secretary of Defense to “submit to Congress an 
annual inventory of activities performed during the preceding fiscal year pursuant to contracts 
for services.” As a result, DOD established the Inventory of Contracted Services (ICS), which 
contains information on the functions and missions performed by the contractor, the 
contracting organization, the funding source, and the number of contractor employees (as 
FTEs) for direct labor hours. Contracting officers were required to report contract transactions 
on the Federal Procurement Data System–Next Generation (FPDS-NG). Until FY 2020, 
contractors were required to report contractor labor hours in the Enterprise-wide Contractor 
Manpower Reporting Application (ECMRA). As of the start of FY 2020, contractors report in 
the System for Award Management (SAM), consistent with service contract reporting 
requirements that had applied to federal civilian agencies. The transition was expected to be 
completed by 2020, but we were unable to find any reports that contain recent contractor FTE 
levels. 

The secretaries of the military departments and defense agency heads are responsible for 
reviewing the inventory, in order to identify activities closely associated with inherently 

                                                             
26 The Navy’s Total Force Manpower Management System (TFMMS) has limited contractor data.   
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governmental functions, to identify those that should be converted into performance by 
civilian employees, and to inform management decisions involving workforce planning, 
workforce mix, and budgeting. However, a 2018 GAO [20] report found that “the military 
departments generally have not developed plans to use the inventory to inform strategic 
workforce planning, workforce mix, and budget decisions.” Per the GAO report, service SMEs 
reported a major impediment to using the inventory is that the data are often outdated, 
whereas strategic decisions, typically made at the level of specific military installations, are 
based on real-time data. There were also concerns that some of the information important for 
making strategic planning decisions was not available in the inventory, such as planned 
contracts or the duration of existing contracts.  

Another issue with capturing contractor data is the lack of a clear definition of contracted 
services from a TF perspective.  There are two broad types of contracted services. One involves 
private companies that are contracted by DOD to provide goods and services. The Defense 
Primer: Department of Defense Contractors [21] provides some information on DOD 
expenditures to contractors as companies. It reports that, in FY 2018, DOD obligated about 
$360 billion on federal contracts for this type of support. Providers of this type of support are 
not considered part of the DOD’s TF. For example, most depot-level maintenance for non-
nuclear Navy vessels is performed by private shipyards, and workers at these shipyards are 
not considered part of the Navy’s TF.  

The other type of contracted services, which is more germane to this study, involves 
individuals who are hired by DOD to perform specific tasks. These contractors fill various roles 
and functions mainly in logistics, transportation, intelligence analysis, and private security. The 
hiring of contractors can be beneficial when surge capabilities are needed on short notice.  
Because most contractors can be hired as needed and released when their services are no 
longer required, they can be a more cost-effective option to meet fluctuating requirements 
[21]. Because these contractors—at least in theory—are performing legitimate functions 
against validated manpower requirements within DOD organizations, they are considered part 
of DOD’s TF. For example, contractors working at the Navy’s intermediate level maintenance 
organizations are considered part of its TF. 

Reference [21] provides data on contractors, defined as individuals who were part of the TF in 
FY 2017. It reports that, according to the FY 2017 ICS report, DOD contracted about 464,500 
FTEs for direct labor. Table 2 shows the breakdown for the military departments and other 
DOD components.27  

                                                             
27 The ICS is not a complete accounting of contracted services in the Department. It does not capture contracted 
services under the dollar threshold or outside the portfolio groups required. 
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Table 2. Estimated FY 2017 contractor FTEs, by DOD component 

DOD Component  Reported FTEs  

Department of the Army  172,303 
Department of the Air Force  131,132 
Department of the Navy  102,181 
Fourth Estate 45,112 
All other reported FTEs  13,728 

Source: DOD FY2017 Inventory of Contracted Services [21]. 
 

The lack of these data in DOD’s authoritative manpower databases as well as the inability to 
link authoritative manpower systems that house military and civilian data with the databases 
that house contractor data creates a large gap in the assessment of DOD’s TF.28 To illustrate, 
adding these 2017 levels of contracted services to the 2020 workforce mix numbers in Figure 
3 increases the civilian share of the workforce (i.e., government civilians plus contractors) by 
the following amounts: 

• Air Force: 26 to 38 percent 

• Army: 16 to 28 percent  

• DON: 26 to 34 percent 

• Fourth Estate: 87 to 90 percent 

Furthermore, if both types of contracted services were taken into account, the military/civilian 
mix would be much more evenly split. For example, if the Navy conducted all its depot-level 
maintenance in public shipyards (instead of allocating a significant portion of this work to 
private shipyards), its civilian workforce would be significantly larger because these 
organizations, which employ thousands of personnel, are nearly all civilians. 

Workforce mix from a different perspective 
When assessing the composition of the total force, aggregate totals are difficult to interpret. 
For example, the size of the military component depends mostly on the size and makeup of the 
combat and combat support forces. In hopes of gaining more insights into the role that the MM 
processes play in shaping this workforce, we examined its composition from a different 
perspective. Instead of looking at aggregate numbers or a breakdown by functional areas, we 

                                                             
28 These contractor numbers for the Navy are much larger (by nearly a factor of four) than those reported in its 
authoritative manpower database (TFMMS). 
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organized the units and organizations in each of the services and DOD components into the 
following three groups based on their military/civilian workforce mix (see Figure 4): 

1. Units/organizations whose workforce is all or mostly military, which we defined as 
greater than 90 percent. These include nearly all combat units, most combat support 
units, and certain types of support activities.  

2. Units/organizations whose workforce is all or mostly civilian (i.e., greater than 90 
percent). These are mostly shore/support organizations, such as research facilities, 
depot-level maintenance facilities, warfare centers, and engineering facilities.  

3. All remaining units/organizations whose workforce comprises significant shares of 
both military and civilian personnel (between 10 and 90 percent of each manpower 
type). These include supply and logistics centers, base operations and support units, 
medical facilities, and training activities.  

Figure 3.  Segregating DOD activities by TF composition 

 

Source: CNA. 
 

In compiling workforce totals for these groups, we considered only active military and 
government civilian positions, and we limited our look to units and organizations with more 
than 25 positions (i.e., military plus civilian). Table 3 shows the results for each of the four 
services. 
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Table 3. Service units/organizations 

Service Group 
Units/ 

Organizations 

AC Military Civilian 

BA Share BA Share 

Air 
Force 

All/mostly military    932 147,411   60%     3,735     3% 
All/mostly civilian    685     1,139     0%   71,562   51% 
Military/civilian mix 1,360   96,734   39%   65,053   46% 
Total 2,977 245,284 100% 140,350 100% 

Army 

All/mostly military    766 328,621   82%     1,239     0% 
All/mostly civilian    379     2,523     1% 170,921   68% 
Military/civilian mix    364   72,069   18%   77,538   31% 
Total 1,509 403,213 100% 249,698 100% 

Navy 

All/mostly military 1,045 194,761   77%     1,103     1% 
All/mostly civilian   360     2,237     1% 142,335   71% 
Military/civilian mix   610   56,688   22%   55,450   28% 
Total 2,015 253,686 100% 198,888 100% 

Marine 
Corps 

All/mostly military 766 134,637    86%       566      3% 

All/mostly civilian     3          26     0%   1,749     8% 

Military/civilian mix 101   21,988   14% 19,481   89% 

Total 870 156,651 100% 21,796 100% 

Source: 2016 IGCA Inventory.  
Notes: Units and organizations defined by a unique identification code (UIC) in the 2016 IGCA Inventory. 
Limited to units and organizations with more than 25 military plus civilian positions. 
 

In the Air Force, these 2,977 units and organizations account for 95 percent of all active 
military positions and 86 percent of all civilian positions. Sixty percent of active military 
positions are at units that are all or mostly military. About half of all civilian positions are at 
organizations that are all or mostly civilians. For units/organizations that employ a true 
military/civilian mix, the ratio of military to civilian is about 3 to 2.  

In the Army, these 1,509 units and organizations account for 99 percent of all the Army’s 
military and civilian billets. Over 80 percent of military positions are at units that are all or 
mostly military. Likewise, over two-thirds of civilian positions are at organizations that are all 
or mostly civilians. At organizations that employ a mix of military and civilians, the split is 
almost even (48 percent military/52 percent civilian). 

In the Navy, these 2,015 units and organizations account for 96 percent of all active military 
billets and 98 percent of all civilian billets. Like the Army, almost 80 percent of military 
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positions are at units that are all or mostly military, and just over 70 percent of civilian 
positions are at organizations that are all or mostly civilians. In addition, the number of military 
and civilian positions at organizations that employ a true mix is nearly even. 

In the Marine Corps, these 870 units and organizations account for 98 percent of active military 
positions and over 99 percent of civilian positions. The results for military billets are similar to 
the other services, with 86 percent at units that are all or mostly military. The results for 
civilian positions, however, differ in one respect—most civilian positions are at organizations 
that employ a mix of military and civilians. (Only three organizations are all or mostly civilians.) 
But, like the Army and the Navy, the split of billets is nearly even. 

Table 4 shows the results for the other DOD components (i.e., DOD agencies, combatant 
commands, and Joint Staff units). DOD agencies, which have the largest workforce, is about 95 
percent civilian. Not surprisingly, most civilian positions are at organizations that are all or 
mostly civilian. The combatant commands are unique in that most of their military and civilian 
positions are at organizations with a true workforce mix. The number of civilian to military 
positions is nearly even (53 percent military, 47 percent civilian).  The Joint Staff units are the 
exact opposite. Nearly all the military positions are at units with all or mostly military and 
almost all civilians are at units that are all or mostly civilian. 

Table 4. Other DOD organizations 

DOD 
entity Group 

Units/ 
Organizations 

AC Military Civilian 

BA Share BA Share 

DOD 
agencies 

All/mostly military     3    913    20%        77     0% 
All/mostly civilian 423 1,424    31% 88,840   95% 
Military/civilian mix   21 2,229    49%   4,592     5% 
Total 447 4,566 100% 93,509 100% 

Combatant 
commands 

All/mostly military     3 1,200   20%      48     1% 
All/mostly civilian   11      47     1%    567   12% 
Military/civilian mix   33 4,856    80% 4,303   87% 
Total   47 6,103 100% 4,918 100% 

Joint staff 
units 

All/mostly military   28 1,980   96%       0     0% 

All/mostly civilian     9      12     1% 1,018   91% 

Military/civilian mix     3      65     3%      95     9% 

Total   40 2,057 100% 1,113 100% 

Source: 2016 IGCA Inventory.  
Notes: Units and organizations defined by a unique identification code (UIC) in the 2016 IGCA Inventory. 
Limited to units and organizations with more than 25 military plus civilian positions. 
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We find that the overall mix of military and civilian positions largely depends on the number 
and size of combat units and combat support units (i.e., units with all or mostly military 
positions) and the number and size of organizations with all or mostly civilian positions (e.g., 
depot maintenance facilities, research centers, and engineering facilities). The predominant 
labor source for these types of units and organizations (military or civilian) has been 
determined and is unlikely to change significantly going forward. Organizations with a mixed 
military/civilian workforce account for only about a third of DOD’s active military and civilian 
positions. With respect to assessing the ratio of civilian positions to military positions, the 
workforce mix is almost evenly split at these organizations (i.e., ratio of civilian to military 
positions is about 1 to 1).  

Manpower justification at organizations with split workforces 
We continue our investigation of the workforce mix in organizations with a true 
military/civilian workforce by examining the justification for assigning positions as military or 
civilian. The manpower mix criteria codes in the IGCA data provide the primary reason for 
assigning a position as military or civilian.29  Table 5 shows the breakdown of authorized active 
military and civilian positions by manpower mix criteria in Navy organizations. 

Table 5. Positions at Navy organizations in the military/civilian group by manpower mix 
criteria  

Manpower-mix criteria 

Active military Civilian 

Billets Share Billets Share 

B - Exemption of CS and CSS due to operational risk   3,239   5.7%   1,292   2.3% 
D - Exemption for dual-tasked for wartime   

  assignments 10,258 18.1%         32   0.1% 
E - DOD civilian authority, direction, and control           0  0.0% 20,030 36.1% 
F - Military-unique knowledge and skills 10,116 17.8%           0    0.0% 
G - Exemption for esprit de corps   3,152   5.6%         19     0.0% 
H - Exemption for continuity of infrastructure  

  operations   1,156   2.0%    8,122 14.6% 
J - Exemption for civilian/military rotation   8,218 14.5%       249   0.4% 
K - Exemption for civilian/military career development   5,282   9.3%    6,915 12.5% 
L - Exempted by law, Executive Order, treaty, or   

  international agreement    9,440 16.7%         20   0.0% 
P - Pending restructuring of commercial activities           0 0.0% 18,599 33.5% 

                                                             
29 The IGCA Inventory data should be viewed with caution. Recent IGCA Inventories have not been cleaned and 
analyzed to ensure consistency and accuracy. Because of this, the data quality is questionable. For example, there 
should be no civilians coded with G, exemption for esprit de corps.     
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Manpower-mix criteria 

Active military Civilian 

Billets Share Billets Share 
R - Subject to review for public-private competition   5,080   9.0%           0    0.0% 
Total 56,682   - 55,280   - 

Source: 2016 IGCA data. 
 
Justification for most of the military positions are for one of the following five reasons:  

• Exemption for dual-tasked for wartime assignments (18.1 percent)  

• Military-unique knowledge and skills (17.8 percent)  

• Exempted by law, Executive Order, treaty, or international agreement (16.7 percent)  

• Exemption for civilian/military rotation (14.5 percent) 

• Exemption for civilian/military career development (9.3 percent) 

These data reveal some interesting insights about the workforce-mix determination process. 
The first two reasons stem directly from the nature of the work required of that position. Thus, 
on one hand, it seems logical that these determinations would be made at the organizational 
level by manpower analysts who understand the specific work requirements. On the other 
hand, labor source determinations based on the last two reasons (which represent almost a 
quarter of military positions) depend more on the needs of the service to support its personnel 
management policies (i.e., force rotation and career development) than the nature of the work. 
It seems that these determinations would be made at the service level based on an analysis of 
all shore positions. This gives rise to the question of how determinations made at different 
levels are integrated into the MRD process. 

Likewise, justification for most of the civilian positions are for one of the following four 
reasons:  

• DOD civilian authority, direction, and control (36.1 percent) 

• Pending restructuring of commercial activities (33.5 percent)  

• Exemption for continuity of infrastructure operations (14.6 percent)  

• Exemption for civilian/military career development (12.5 percent) 

For civilians, a much higher percentage of labor source determinations is based on the nature 
of the work. 

Tables 6 and 7 show the breakdown of authorized active military and civilian positions by 
manpower mix criteria in Air Force and Army organizations, respectively. In the Air Force, 
most position assignments for military were due to operational risk, because the position is 
dual-tasked for wartime assignment, and the need for military-unique knowledge and skills. 
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Very few positions were assigned based on a requirement to support military rotation or 
career development. On the civilian side, most assignments were made due to a requirement 
for DOD civilian authority, direction, and control or for continuity of infrastructure operations. 

Table 6. Positions at Air Force organizations in the military/civilian group by manpower mix 
criteria 

Manpower-mix criteria 

Active military Civilian 

Billets Share Billets Share 

A - Direction and Control of Combat & Crisis  
         Situations 

  10,125 10.5%           1 
  0.0% 

B - Exemption of CS & CSS due to Operational Risk 29,037 30.0%    3,469   5.3% 
D - Exemption of Dual-Tasked for Wartime  
         Assignment  

27,422 28.3%       140 
  0.2% 

E - DOD Civilian Authority, Direction & Control            1    0.0% 31,129 47.9% 
F - Military Unique Knowledge & Skills 27,906 28.8%           5   0.0% 
G - Exemption for Esprit de Corps       117     0.1%         46   0.1% 
H - Exemption for Continuity of Infrastructure  
         Operations  

      204   0.2% 22,085 
33.9% 

I - Military Augmentation of the Infrastructure During  
         War 

      522   0.5%           0 
  0.0% 

J - Exemption for Civilian & Military Rotation       819   0.8%        35   0.1% 
K - Exemption for Civilian & Military Career  
         Development 

      492   0.5%      389 
  0.6% 

L - Exempt by Law, Executive Order, Treaty, or  
         International Agreement 

          3   0.0%   3,135 
  4.8% 

R - Subject to Review for Public-Private Competition         86   0.1%   4,619   7.1% 
Total 96,734   - 65,053   - 

Source: 2016 IGCA data. 
 

In the Army, most position assignments for military were because the position is dual-tasked 
for wartime assignment or it required military unique knowledge and skills. Like the Air Force, 
only a small percentage of positions were assigned military based on a requirement to support 
force rotation or career development. On the civilian side, most assignments were made due 
to a requirement for continuity of infrastructure operations. 
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Table 7. Positions at Army organizations in the military/civilian group by manpower mix 
criteria 

Manpower-mix criteria Active military Civilian 

B - Exemption of CS & CSS due to Operational Risk    1,482   2.1%   1,093   1.4% 
D - Exemption of Dual-Tasked for Wartime   

  Assignment  
16,824 

23.3% 
     112 

  0.1% 
E - DOD Civilian Authority, Direction & Control            0   0.0%   7,120   9.2% 
F - Military Unique Knowledge & Skills 33,981 47.2%           0   0.0% 
G - Exemption for Esprit de Corps      728   1.0%       152   0.2% 
H - Exemption for Continuity of Infrastructure  

  Operations  
  9,042 

12.5% 
60,493 

78.0% 
K - Exemption for Civilian & Military Career  

  Development 
  4,427 

  6.1% 
     557 

  0.7% 
L - Exempt by Law, Executive Order, Treaty, or  

  International Agreement 
  1,510 

  2.1% 
  5,511 

  7.1% 
M - Exempted by Management Decision   4,064   5.6%        31   0.0% 
P - Pending Restructuring of Commercial Activities           0   0.0%      667   0.9% 
R - Subject to Review for Public-Private Competition           0   0.0%   1,802   2.3% 
Other          

11   0.0% 
         

  0.0% 
Total 72,069   - 77,538   - 

Source: 2016 IGCA data. 

Requirements versus authorization 
The last issue that we investigated using manpower data was whether there are significant 
differences in the levels at which military and civilian requirements are funded. We had hoped 
to obtain data from all the services that would enable us to investigate this issue across DOD. 
Unfortunately, we were able to obtain data containing both manpower requirements and 
authorizations from the Navy only. 

The Navy’s authoritative manpower dataset, Total Force Manpower Management System 
(TFMMS), contains both manpower requirements and authorizations. We compared the 
percentage of active duty military and civilian manpower requirements that were funded in FY 
2020. Table 8 shows the results for the primary manpower resource sponsors. Overall, civilian 
requirements are funded at a higher level than military requirements, even though some 
resource sponsors fund civilian requirements at a lower percentage. These results may imply 
that the likelihood of funding is a more significant factor in determining civilian requirements 
than military requirements or, perhaps, in determining requirements for shore commands 
versus combat units.   
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Table 8. Navy civilian and military requirements and authorizations by resource sponsor 

Resource sponsor 

Civilian Militarya 

Req. BA Funded Req. BA Funded 

N1: DCNO MPT&E  31,814 27,969 87.9% 50,727 49,696 98.0% 
N2/N6: Information Dominance 26,835 21,407 79.8% 24,139 20,084 83.2% 
N4: Fleet Readiness & Logistics 58,024 55,855 96.3% 20,642 19,034 92.2% 
N95: Expeditionary Warfare 4,873 4,133 84.8% 53,408 44,802 83.9% 
N96: Surface Warfare 40,690 39,510 97.1% 53,080 46,735 88.0% 
N97: Undersea Warfare 50,724 50,565 99.7% 33,697 26,833 79.6% 
N98: Air Warfare 36,836 36,333 98.6% 100,327 89,817 89.5% 
Others 8,929 8,297 92.9% 8,567 6,941 81.0% 
Total 258,725 244,069 94.3% 344,587 303,942 88.2% 

Source: TFMMS. 
a Excludes billets in the student and transient, prisoners, patients and holdees (TPPH) categories. 
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Conclusions and Recommendations 

In this section, we present our key findings as they relate to the main study questions and offer 
some recommendations to improve the workforce mix decision process and ability to conduct 
total force analysis across DOD.  

Conclusions 

External factors take precedence over workforce mix guidance 
Congressional and DOD directed endstrength limits, FTE caps, and funding constraints affect 
the total force composition.  SMEs expressed that these external constraints mandated by 
Congress and DOD leadership can prevent the component from moving forward with the labor 
source dictated by workforce mix guidance. Instead, the components often have to move 
forward with the sourcing option that is implementable. In addition, federal government 
decisions, such as the suspension of the A-76 program, have affected total force composition 
and the flexibility allowed to the components in making workforce decisions.  

Impediments to implementing workforce mix guidance 
Some manpower SMEs indicated that they consistently use DODI 1100.22 to make workforce 
mix/labor source decisions, while others use it only after a sourcing decision has been made 
to apply manpower codes in authoritative manpower databases. SMEs also indicated that those 
applying the guidance often have different interpretations of military essentiality, because of 
unclear or imprecise definitions. The working group convened by OSD TFM&RS is working to 
revise DODI 1100.22 with the goal of making it clearer, easier to follow, and more relevant to 
current workforce mix management issues. 

Another barrier to implementing the guidance is the lack of training for those who are using it. 
SMEs noted that it is not enough to put out a DOD Instruction and expect people to understand 
and follow it; training is required on how to analyze functions and apply the workforce mix 
policies and framework.   

Few consequences to not following DODI 1100.22 
SMEs also noted that there are few consequences to not “following the rules” set forth in DODI 
1100.22.  They noted that, other than a possible union complaint, there is little oversight and 
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no punishment for not following the workforce mix policy framework. Because of this, 
commands often take the path of least resistance and choose the labor source that is easiest to 
obtain or pay for.   

Underlying incentives encourage the use of one labor type over 
another 
SMEs noted the long and cumbersome DOD civilian hiring process incentivizes the use of 
military personnel and contracted services over civilians.  Organizations also tend to view the 
contracting option more favorably because contractors can be hired quickly and do not require 
the management oversight that DOD civilians do. Taken together, the barriers to hiring, lack of 
flexibility, and personnel management issues create a disincentive to selecting civilians. 

In addition, different funding structures have the unintended effect of incentivizing some labor 
sources while deterring others. For example, SMEs noted that military labor is often perceived 
as “free” because it isn’t paid for by the command the way civilians are. This can incentivize the 
use of military personnel rather than civilian personnel for non-military-essential functions.  

Manpower management community is inadequately resourced  
Several manpower SMEs indicated that the MM community is inadequately resourced.  
Manpower SMEs described personnel reductions within their organizations, leaving them 
shorthanded for implementing manpower management policy and conducting contract 
reviews, for example. In addition, the Joint Staff lacks the in-house personnel and resources to 
conduct manpower studies and reviews and depends on the services’ manpower agencies or 
contractors to conduct manpower studies. Resourcing is also required to standardize MM in 
the Fourth Estate, which currently lacks the resources to develop a comprehensive manpower 
management document for the DAFAs to follow.   

No use of modeling and lack of holistic workforce analysis 
The HASC language called for an investigation of whether the military departments use 
modeling to determine workforce mix as well as an identification of constraints that impede 
holistic analysis of the total force. Per our SME discussions, none of the services uses modeling 
to determine the appropriate workforce mix. Although modeling is used extensively to 
determine workload and requirements, these models are agnostic regarding workforce 
mix/labor type. 

Further, per SME discussions, there is little holistic analysis done on overall military and 
civilian requirements and on total force composition. Service SMEs indicated that, although 
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they previously submitted an annual Inherently Governmental and Commercial Activities 
(IGCA) Inventory, these inventories are no longer collected and there is no OSD-level analysis 
of these data because the A-76 program, the original intent for collecting this manpower data, 
is no longer active. Before the suspension of the A-76 program, IGCA Inventories were 
subjected to a quality control process, reviewed extensively for inconsistencies, and used to 
conduct workforce analysis across DOD. A redesigned manpower data collection with review 
and oversight by service leadership or at the OSD level would help improve the quality of 
manpower data and enable more holistic analysis of the total force. 

Lack of complete contractor data impedes TF analysis  
Another impediment to holistic total force analysis is the lack of complete contractor data and 
the inability to link contractor data with military and civilian manpower data, which creates a 
large gap in the assessment of DOD’s TF. Although the services are required to submit an 
Inventory of Contract Services, a major impediment to using the inventory is that the data in 
the inventory are often outdated, up to two years old. There are also concerns that some of the 
information important for making strategic planning decisions is not available in the inventory, 
such as planned contracts or the duration of existing contracts. Without an accurate picture of 
contracted services, it is difficult to conduct true total force analysis or to understand trends in 
workforce composition over time.    

Aggregate manpower totals are misleading in assessing TF 
composition  
The overall mix of military and civilian positions largely depends on the number and size of 
combat units and combat support units (i.e., units with all or mostly military positions) and the 
number and size of organizations with all or mostly civilian positions (e.g., depot maintenance 
facilities, research centers, and engineering facilities). The predominant labor source for these 
types of units and organizations (military or civilian) has been determined and is unlikely to 
change going forward. Organizations with a true mix of military and civilian labor account for 
only about a third of the DOD’s active military and civilian positions. The mix of military and 
civilian positions at organizations with a true workforce mix is almost evenly split (i.e., ratio of 
civilian to military positions is about 1 to 1).  
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Recommendations 

1. Inform Congress and DOD senior leaders that personnel caps 
and hiring freezes impede policy-driven MM 

Some of the most influential factors affecting total force composition (and the ability of DOD 
components to strictly follow the department’s workforce mix guidance) fall outside the 
components’ control. Congressional and DOD senior leaders continue to attempt to address 
workforce mix through caps on personnel and hiring freezes. These top-down approaches 
create impediments to sound workforce management practices, however, and cause deviations 
from the guidance. While the components cannot prevent Congress and DOD leadership from 
imposing these constraints, they can inform them that these types of constraints interfere with 
policy-driven workforce management. 

2. Address the underlying incentives that encourage the use of 
one labor type over another  

There are also underlying incentive problems that lead to the preference of certain labor types 
over others. DOD must address the cumbersome DOD civilian hiring process that incentivizes 
the use of military personnel and contractors over civilians.   

3. Better resource manpower management community  
Manpower SMEs indicated that the MM community is inadequately resourced and lacks the 
personnel and leadership support to accomplish recommended improvements to manpower 
data and processes.  We recommend that Joint Staff conduct a cost-benefit analysis to 
determine if standing up an in-house manpower study capability would be beneficial. Finally, 
resourcing is also required to standardize MM in the Fourth Estate, which currently lacks the 
resources to develop a comprehensive manpower management document for the DAFAs to 
follow. 

4. Develop training for those applying workforce mix guidance 
We recommend that, once DODI 1100.22 is updated, OSD develop training for those 
responsible for applying the guidance. Ideally, trained manpower analysts/specialists with 
knowledge of the requirements would be applying the workforce mix guidance and then 
reviewing and updating the labor source when necessary. 
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5. Design a DOD-wide manpower data collection 
OSD should design an annual manpower data collection from all of the components and 
provide oversight of these data. A manpower data collection effort and oversight of the data 
will help with decision-making and the ability to conduct total force analysis. This effort would 
include focusing on collecting up-to-date contractor data in a format that can be assessed and 
compared with military and civilian data.    

Renewed oversight and review of manpower data will lead to enhanced ability to conduct total 
force analysis across DOD. Oversight of the services’ manpower data should identify 
inconsistencies and opportunities to realign military manpower to military-essential 
functions, for example, and to compare labor types and find efficiencies. Review and analysis 
of the data will facilitate better understanding and enable leaders and manpower specialists at 
all echelons to use manpower data as a management tool.  SMEs also noted, however, that a 
redesigned and renewed manpower data collection effort requires resourcing and leadership 
support. 

6. Reconvene manpower issue teams  
Finally, SMEs noted that, at one time, OSD and the services used to convene manpower issue 
teams at the OSD level. The teams identified pertinent manpower issues across the services 
that would give them a sense of issues that might arise during the POM process. OSD has not 
convened these teams in recent years, but SMEs thought it would be beneficial to resume them.  
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Appendix A: Air Force MM Process 

The manpower management process of the Air Force is outlined in Figure 5 as a subset of the 
broader Air Force Strategy, Programming, Planning, Budgeting, and Execution (SPPBE) 
Process. Broadly, the Air Force allows for flexibility at the major command (MAJCOM) level in 
terms of manpower management and workforce mix, subject to budget and labor availability 
constraints. Central guidance derives from the Air Force Corporate Structure (AFCS), which 
consists of various stakeholders throughout the service (see Figure 6 for an outline of the AFCS 
in 2016, taken from [22]). 

Figure 4.  Air Force Manpower Management Process Overview 

 

Source: CNA generated. 
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Figure 5.  Air Force Corporate Structure (2016) 

 

Source: Headquarters USAF PPBE Reference Manual, Fig. 7-1. 

Manpower requirements determination  
Air Force manpower requirements can be qualitatively or quantitatively derived. Qualitative 
methods for military personnel include the Air Force military classification system for military 
personnel (which functionally groups positions based on similarities in “knowledge, education, 
training, experience, ability, and other common criteria”) as well other qualification 
requirements (such as security access, degrees, or language requirements) [23]. Quantitative 
methods include manpower determinants (formerly known as manpower standards), crew 
ratios, the Logistics Composite Model (LCOM), technical estimates, and specific requirements 
for headquarters staffs (such as MAJCOM staffs) [23].  

Reference [24] states the following:  

Air Force manpower requirements are determined through processes that vary 
somewhat across functional areas and active/reserve components. For many 
functions, a first step is development of a model or standard to determine either 
the number of personnel or the man-hours of effort required for a type of work 
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center, usually as a function of one or more workload drivers. The model or 
standard is then applied to individual work centers to determine the 
manpower required in each. Factors are then applied to account for indirect 
work (work that must be done but does not directly relate to the work center 
producing an end product) and for accepted levels of overtime work. When the 
result is expressed in man-hours per month, a man-hour availability factor 
(MAF), indicating the average monthly hours a worker is available for primary 
duties, must be used to determine the number of personnel required. A 
manpower determinant typically includes a manpower table that prescribes 
the recommended grades and skills needed given the calculated number of 
workers required. The results are considered manpower requirements, which 
can be then depicted on Air Force Unit Manpower Documents as unfunded or 
funded manpower requirements; a funded manpower requirement is 
otherwise known as a manpower authorization. Requirements derived from 
manpower standards do not immediately or directly translate into demand for 
personnel resources.  The programming and budgeting processes intervene.  
These processes are conducted through the Air Force’s multilevel corporate 
structure.  

According to SME discussions, the Air Force Manpower Analysis Agency (AFMAA) is primarily 
responsible for conducting manpower studies30 and developing manpower determinants, 
while the Air Force Manpower, Organization and Resources Directorate (AF/A1M) takes an 
advisory role to the working groups that make manpower authorizations. While AF/A1M 
decides “top-line manpower,” it is the MAJCOMs that make workforce mix decisions within 
their portfolios, although they are required to first coordinate with AF/A1M [7]. According to 
SMEs within HQ/A1MP, MAJCOMs propose a specific type of labor for a function to A1MP, and 
A1MP validates the requirements and may propose an alternative labor source depending on 
budgetary and resource factors, such as the cost of civilians versus military or the availability 
of military personnel at particular paygrades. 

Manpower and the SPPBE process 
The Air Force uses the SPPBE process to translate strategic guidance from the following 
sources into execution: Congress, the National Defense Strategy, and the National Security 
Strategy, as well as fiscal guidance provided to DOD from the Office of Management and Budget. 
The Assistant Secretary of the Air Force for Manpower and Reserve Affairs (SAF/MR) serves 
as an agent of the Air Force and oversees the formulation and execution of policies, programs, 
and budgets addressing Air Force manpower [7]. The Deputy Chief of Staff for Manpower, 

                                                             
30 This role was formerly the responsibility of Manpower Requirements Squadrons (MRSs), until they were 
inactivated in 2019 and 2020; they now operate under the umbrella of the AFMAA.  
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Personnel, and Services (AF/A1) collaborates with the Chief of Air Force Reserve (AF/RE) and 
the Director of the Air National Guard (NGB/CF) to develop and execute total force manpower 
policies and guidance for defining, managing, programming, and budgeting Air Force 
manpower requirements and endstrength. AF/A1 also oversees manpower inputs into the 
SPPBE process and is also responsible for managing the Manpower Programming and 
Execution System (MPES), the Air Force authoritative database for human capital 
requirements and resources [7]. The programming process is steered by the AFCS and its 
primary output, the Program Objective Memorandum (POM) build. The POM process consists 
of two phases. In Phase I, MAJCOMs and Core Function Leads (CFLs) participate in the POM 
build, and it concludes with a review by the Under Secretary of the Air Force (USECAF) and 
Vice Chief of Staff of the Air Force (VCSAF), as well as Air Force 4-stars. In Phase II, the AFCS 
(which itself includes the MAJCOMs and CFLs) assumes process leadership. Following any final 
adjustments, funding requirements are determined, and final fiscal balance is achieved. 

A1MP is responsible for administering top-line endstrength and has an advisory role to the 
working groups that make manpower authorization and budgetary decisions. A1MP conducts 
analysis to determine whether a valid requirement (proposed by a MAJCOM) exists as well as 
constraints generated by local labor market conditions (for civilians) and overall availability 
of military at various paygrades. However, when allocating resources to MAJCOMs for civilian 
and military billets, A1MP does so at the level of average cost per civilian, officer, or enlisted. 
MAJCOMs then administer their allocated resources, deciding manpower mix and filling out 
the Unit Manning Document (UMD). 

In particular, regarding the civilian workforce, the Civilian Employment Plan is a joint 
document between A1, Manpower, and Financial Management that tracks and reports civilian 
employment and resources, using a balance between dollars and work-years. Target 
endstrength is programmed by AF/A1M (manpower), while work-years are calculated by 
AF/A1 and the Assistant Secretary of the Air Force for Financial Management and Comptroller 
(SAF/FM). MAJCOM FMA/A1K/A1M determines work-year distribution for its Centers/Wings 
[25]. 
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Appendix B: Army MM Process 

The Army’s manpower management process is outlined in AR 570-4 [5]. The Deputy Chief of 
Staff (DCS) G-3/5/7 has oversight responsibility of the Army’s requirements determination 
process and is ultimately responsible for moving final requirements up the chain of command 
to the Army Chief of Staff for final approval. The DCS G-3/5/7 also is responsible for 
promulgating the Army’s force management policies that define and guide its requirements 
determination process. The Assistant Secretary of the Army for Manpower and Reserve Affairs 
(ASA M&RA) is responsible for overseeing and facilitating the drafting, final approval, and 
implementation of the Army’s manpower management policies. The DCS G-1 is responsible for 
overseeing the manpower authorization and allocation process, and the ASA for Fiscal 
Management and Comptroller is the Army program and budgeting steward. The Secretary of 
the Army and the Army Chief of Staff are responsible for final approval of Army policies, 
requirements, programs, and budgets.  

Force development process31 
In Figure 7, we show the Army’s force development process, which includes five phases: 
determine capability requirements, design organizations, develop organizational models, 
determine organizational authorizations, and document authorizations. In phase one, the 
Army reviews the many security and defense guidance documents promulgated at the national, 
defense, joint, and service levels.32 The Army uses this review to identify required capabilities, 
identify gaps, and prioritize them.  

In phase two, the Army undertakes its force development process to design organizational 
solutions to address required capabilities. Force design updates (FDUs) document potential 
requirement solutions across the DOTMLPF-P domains, including cost-benefit analyses. The 
Army further evaluates proposed organizational changes by conducting a force integration 
functional area (FIFA) analysis to assess the potential impact of force structure decisions on 
the total Army. The FIFA determines affordability, supportability, and sustainability in terms 

                                                             
31 We derived this section from [4, 12, 26-27]. 

32 This review includes strategic guidance, planning documents, and doctrine. This review includes but is not 
limited to the following: the National Security Strategy, the National Defense Strategy, the National Military, the 
Unified Command Plan, the Defense Planning Guidance, Guidance for Employment of the Forces, the Joint Strategic 
Capabilities Plan, the many inputs to and documents comprising the Army Plan, and Joint and Army doctrine.   
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of nine elements: structure, manning, equipping, training, sustaining, funding, deploying, 
stationing, and readiness. The FIFA analysis results in one of three recommendations: (1) 
implement the change and find resources, (2) return proposal to TRADOC for further analysis, 
or (3) prioritize the issue for action in the next annual total Army analysis (TAA). 

During phase three, the Army produces its official requirements document, which serves as the 
end product of its capability development phase. The Army has two types of requirements 
documents. The first is a table of organization and equipment (TOE) that enumerates the Army 
unconstrained manpower and equipment requirements for its operating forces. The modified 
table of organization and equipment (M/TOE) enumerates what the Army can afford to buy 
based on congressionally appropriated and authorized funding levels. The Army manages its 
structure to its M/TOE. The second type of requirements document is the Army Table of 
Distribution and Allowances (TDA). The TDA provides the organizational structure, 
manpower, and equipment requirements and authorizations to perform missions in the 
Army’s generating force (GF). The Army uses manpower requirements determination (MRD) 
studies and models to identify staffing requirements based on work function and skills 
involved.  
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Figure 6.  Army five-phase force development process 
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Source: Army Regulation 71-32. Mar. 20, 2019. Force Development and Documentation Consolidated Policies. 
Department of the Army Pamphlet 71-32, Mar. 21, 2019. Force Development and Documentation Consolidated 
Procedures. 

MRD studies and models are agnostic with regard to manpower type (active, reserve, or 
civilian). However, the Army tends to use AC and RC personnel to resource operational 
(combat) units and a mix of active, reserve, and civilian personnel to meet GF manpower needs.  

During the fourth phase, the Army uses TAA to define its force structure in terms of workforce 
mix—military and civilians—within endstrength and other DOD constraints.  

TAA serves as the basis for the Army’s POM development and establishing the POM force. The 
TAA model incorporates both qualitative and quantitative analyses and more specifically 
applies the guidance for determining its manpower mix, as defined in DOD-1100.22, Policy and 
Procedures for Determining Workforce Mix. Per [12], the Army’s TAA objectives are: 

a. Develop, analyze, determine, and justify a POM Force, aligned with OSD 
and/or JS Defense Planning Guidance and the Army Plan. The POM Force is the 
force projected to be raised, provisioned, sustained, and maintained within 
resources available during the FYDP.  

b. Provide analytical underpinning for the POM Force for use in dialog among 
Congress, OSD, JS, Combatant Commanders, and the Army.  
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c. Assure continuity of force structure requirements within the PPBE processes.  

d. Provide program basis for structuring organization, materiel, and personnel 
requirements and projected authorizations in the structure and composition 
database.  

e. Conduct an annual analysis of force structure options for programming 
consideration that includes the mix of OF and GF capabilities between the active 
component, the Army National Guard, and the U.S. Army Reserve for the 
Secretary of the Army to consider and approve in support of the Army’s future 
total force and SECDEF’s planning objectives. [13] 

In the fifth and final phase of the Army’s force development process, the Army finalizes its 
organizational authorizations. M/TOE and TDA documents reflect Army leadership decisions 
regarding a specific organization’s mission, organizational structure, and personnel and 
equipment requirements and authorizations for the current year, the budget year, and the first 
program year. The following are the Army’s authorization documents: 

• The M/TOE 

• Exception M/TOE 

• Equipment-only M/TOE 

• TDA 

• Augmentation TDA 

• Mobilization TDA 

• Joint table of allowances 

• Common table of allowances 

• Government-owned contractor-operated contracts 

PPBE process  
Per [27], the Army PPBE process is an element of the DOD PPBE process. It interfaces with joint 
strategic and OSD planning, supports Army planning, programming, and budgeting at all levels 
of command, and provides inputs into the DOD process. Execution and program performance 
reviews provide feedback into ongoing planning, programming, and budgeting activities, as 
well as to the senior leadership. 

The Army PPBE process, the Army acquisition process, and the Army requirements 
determination process are the Army decision support systems, mirroring the three DOD 
decision support systems. The principal products of the Army PPBE process are the Army Plan 
(TAP), the Army program, the Army budget, and execution and performance reports.[27] 
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According to [27] the TAP process helps the senior Army leadership determine force 
requirements and objectives and set priorities within OSD guidance. It provides the planning 
basis for Army program and budget development. The approved program and budget 
submitted to OSD form the Army portion of the FYDP that accompanies the President’s Budget. 
The program lays out the resource cost to build and maintain the force and operate its 
sustaining base. The budget displays the program from an appropriation perspective. 

The Army PPBE process ties together strategy, program, budget, and execution performance. 
It helps build a comprehensive plan in which budgets flow from programs, programs from 
requirements, requirements from missions, and missions from national security objectives. 
The patterned flow—from end purpose to resource cost—defines requirements in 
progressively greater detail. [27] 

Per [27], within the Army, planning creates a vision of the Army 10 years into the future and 
beyond. Macro estimates yield a specified size, composition, and quality of divisional and 
support forces. Derived from joint strategic planning and intermediate objectives to achieve 
stated goals, this divisional and support force provides the planning foundation for program 
requirements. In the 2-to-10-year midterm, the integration of programming and budgeting 
translates planning decisions and OSD and congressional guidance into a comprehensive 
allocation of forces, manpower, and funds. The integrated process seeks to support priorities 
and policies of the senior Army leadership while achieving balance among Army organizations, 
systems, and functions. For the 1-year near term, the process converts program requirements 
into budget requests for manpower and dollars. The budget requests are integrated into the 
DOD budget that is included in the President’s Budget submission to Congress. 

Once Congress presents an appropriations act to the President for approval and the act is 
signed into law, budgeted resources become available to carry out Army programs. By formally 
adding execution to the traditional emphasis on planning, programming, and budgeting, the 
PPBE process underscores concern for how well financial execution and program performance 
apply allocated resources to meet approved program needs, accomplish the plan, and meet 
desired strategic outcomes. [27] 

According to [27], the PPBE process is also guided by performance management planning and 
reporting requirements, such as performance budgeting, performance and accountability 
reporting, and program performance assessments. 

The main objective of the Army PPBE process is to establish, justify, and acquire the fiscal and 
manpower resources needed to accomplish the Army’s assigned missions. Phase-by-phase 
objectives follow: 
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1. Through planning, to size, structure, man, equip, train, and sustain the Army force to 
support the national military strategy 

2. Through cost-benefit analyses, analyses of alternatives, economic analyses, and/or 
business case analyses, to enable the Army to assess the value proposition of each 
requirement through its life cycle (concept, testing, production, operations and 
support, and disposal) to fulfill the Army’s strategic goals and support resource-
informed decision-making processes 

3. Through programming, to set Army priorities for requirements and resources and to 
distribute projected manpower, dollars, and materiel among competing requirements 
according to Army resource allocation policy and priorities, making sure that HQDA 
assigns resources to requirements at defensible, executable levels 

4. Through budgeting, to convert resource allocation decisions into requests for 
congressional authorization and appropriations 

5. Through execution, to manage and account for funds to carry out approved programs 
and, through reviews of program performance, to accomplish the following: 

o Measure effectiveness to make sure that program objectives were accomplished 
on time and within the allocated resources. 

o Measure efficiency to assess whether actual performance or outputs attained the 
levels expected from the resources invested. 

o Identify courses of action to adjust resources or to restructure programs to 
achieve desired performance goals. [27] 
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Appendix C: Navy’s MM Process 

In this appendix, we describe how the Navy conducts the MM processes to determine its TF 
authorizations. We examine each of the key processes (i.e., MRD and manpower programming) 
and identify the organizations that execute or support them. We also review policies and 
regulations that directly or indirectly influence the type of labor assigned to each position. This 
description is based on a review of the key references that provide guidance and instruction 
for conducting these processes and on discussions with SMEs in most of the organizations that 
play significant roles in the MM process.33   

The Navy is transforming its shore MRD process. The new process and organizational roles and 
responsibilities are expected to be in place in FY 2022. At this time, the new organizational 
responsibilities have been identified, but most of the more detailed changes are still being 
worked. The discussion in this appendix focuses on the current process. At the end, we describe 
how this process will change from a roles and responsibilities perspective. 

Overview 
OPNAV Instruction 1000.16L [5] specifies the policies and procedures for the Navy’s MM 
process. The Deputy Chief of Naval Operations for Manpower, Personnel, Training, and 
Education (CNO (N1)) has overall responsibility to plan, program, manage, and execute active 
duty and reserve military requirements. In addition, CNO (N1) is responsible for MM policy on 
civil service and contractor manpower requirements.  

Figure 8, from [28], illustrates the Navy’s MM process. It consists of three main subprocesses: 

• MRD: Determine, validate, and document manpower requirements. 

• Manpower programming: Assess, prioritize, and fund manpower requirements.  

• Translate authorized requirements into a demand signal for personnel. 

The MRD process determines the type and level of personnel strength needed to perform the 
Navy’s work and deliver its approved capabilities. It defines manpower requirements by the 
duties, tasks, and functions to be performed and by the skills required to perform the work. [5] 

Validated manpower requirements become authorized billets if they are supported by 
resources (i.e., funded). This occurs in the Planning, Programming, Budgeting, and Execution 

                                                             
33 We held discussions with SMEs at the BSOs, CMAT, NAVMAC, N13, resource sponsors, and budgeting offices. 
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System (PPBES) process where the Navy’s OPNAV resource sponsors (RSs), in consultation 
with the BSOs and Type Commanders (TYCOMs), determine which requirements to fund based 
on mission requirements, risk assessments, and available funding. Once all authorized 
positions are determined, they are translated into personnel demand signals for each 
manpower type. For example, funded military billets, when aggregated, form the basis for 
military personnel endstrength planning, recruiting, training, promotion, and personnel 
distribution [5]. 

Although the Navy’s overall process is similar to those in the other services, as we will show in 
our descriptions of these subprocesses, execution is much more decentralized. 

Figure 7.  Navy’s MM process 

 

Source: NAVMAC Command Overview Brief, 2019 [28]. 

Navy’s MRD processes 
The basis for all TF manpower requirements is the ability to execute the approved Navy 
mission. The specific MRD process depends on the type of command or unit. In general, fleet 
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manpower requirements are based on Required Operational Capability (ROC)/Projected 
Operational Environment (POE) documents and ship in-port workload, whereas shore 
manpower requirements are based on directed mission, function, and tasks. 

MRD programs 
The Navy uses four MRD programs to determine its manpower requirements: 

• Fleet manpower requirements determination (FMRD) program 

• Shore Manpower Requirements Determination (SMRD) program 

• Non-Navy Manpower Requirements Determination (NNMRD) program 

• Non-Force-Structure Student Individuals Account Manpower Requirements 
Determination (IAMRD) program 

As specified in NAVMAC’s Activity Manpower Management Guide [4], the FMRD program 
determines requirements for the following types of fleet activities:  

• Afloat ships/submarines FMRD activities—at-sea activities whose mission includes 
engaging in or maintaining readiness for military or military support operations under 
combat conditions. These activities have missions governed by a ROC/POE document. 
NAVMAC determines manpower requirements for these units, which are documented 
in Ship Manpower Documents (SMDs). 

• Aviation FMRD activities—aviation activities whose mission includes engaging in or 
maintaining readiness for military or military support operations under combat 
conditions. These activities have missions governed by a ROC/POE document. 
NAVMAC determines manpower requirements for these units, which are documented 
in Squadron Manpower Documents (SQMDs), Manpower Requirements Worksheets 
(MRWs), and Sea Operational Detachment (SEAOPDET) documents. 

• Expeditionary/deployable FMRD activities—land-based activities whose mission 
includes engaging in or maintaining readiness for military or military support 
operations under combat conditions (i.e., Deployable Shore-Based Force). These 
activities have missions governed by a ROC/POE document. NAVMAC determines 
manpower requirements for these units, which are documented in Fleet Manpower 
Documents (FMDs). 

The methodologies for developing SMDs and SQMDs are fundamentally the same: workload 
engineering and observations are used to categorize the work and the amount of labor 
required to accomplish the work [5]. 
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The SMRD program determines Navy manpower requirements for the following types of shore 
activities:  

• Support Force SMRD activities: These are activities whose mission does not require 
engaging in or maintaining readiness for military or military support operations under 
combat conditions and are under direct Navy management control or under non-Navy 
management control supporting Navy Mission/Function/Task and Workload 
(MFT/WL) (i.e., Support Force). Requirement drivers are approved MFT signed by 
higher authority. Budget Submitting Offices (BSOs) determine manpower 
requirements for these activities, which are documented in Statement of Manpower 
Requirements (SMRs). 

• Afloat Force/Aviation Force/Deployable Shore-Based Force SMRD activities: These 
are at-sea activities, aviation activities, and land-based activities whose mission 
includes engaging in or maintaining readiness for military or military support 
operations under combat conditions but lack a governing ROC/POE document. 
Requirement drivers are approved MFT signed by higher authority. BSOs determine 
manpower requirements for these activities, which are documented in SMRs. 

The NNMRD program determines Navy manpower requirements for the following types of 
non-Navy activities:   

• NNMRD activities: These are activities under non-Navy management control that 
support non-Navy MFT/WL. Manpower requirements are justified by the executive 
agent having authority over these activities. Director, Total Force Manpower, Training, 
and Education Requirements (OPNAV N13M) within the CNO N1 organization 
represents Navy for Joint, Defense Agency, NATO, and outside DOD manpower 
matters. 

• Marine Corps NNMRD activities: These are activities under non-Navy management 
control that support non-Navy MFT/WL. Manpower requirements are justified by the 
executive agent having authority over these activities. The Commandant of the Marine 
Corps represents the Navy for Marine Corps manpower matters (i.e., Marine Force). 

The IAMRD program determines Navy manpower requirements for non-force-structure 
accounts, such as students and transients, patients, prisoners and holdees (TPPH). These 
manpower requirements are determined by OPNAV N13M. 

Table 9 shows the FY 2020 manpower requirements by the four MRD programs and, within 
each program, by the type of activities. It breaks out the requirements by manpower type: 
active duty officer, active duty enlisted, government civilian, and contractor. From a total force 
perspective, 60.9 percent of all manpower requirements were generated through the Shore 
MRD Program, 28.5 percent through the Fleet MRD Program, 7.8 percent through the Non-
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Force-Structure MRD Program, and 2.8 percent through the Non-Navy MRD Program. In terms 
of manpower type, nearly all the requirements for civilians and contractors were generated 
through the Shore MRD Program. The one exception is the over 4,000 civilian requirements in 
the afloat subcategory of the Fleet MRD Program―most of which represent requirements on 
the civilian-operated military sealift command vessels. 

Table 9. Manpower requirements by MRD program and activity type (August 2020) 

Program Activity type Officer Enlisted Civilian Contractor 

Fleet 

Afloat 10,116 110,936     4,091          0 
Aviation   7,235   39,415          53      122 
Expeditionary/deployable   2,369   18,089        210          2 
Total 19,720 168,440     4,354      124 

Shore 
Afloat/aviation/deployable      330     1,997     1,615          0 
Support force 29,778 106,055 251,712 20,113 
Total 30,108 108,052 253,327 20,116 

Non-Navy 

Marine Corps   1,449     6,750           0          0 
DOD   1,475     2,500       148          0 
Joint   2,557     1,996        766          0 
Other      894        523        109          0 
Total 10,407   16,265     1,937          0 

Non-Force-
Structure 

Student   7,476   29,088           0          0 
TTPH   2,366   13,754           0          0 
Total   9,842   42,842           0          0 

Source: Navy’s Total Force Manpower Management System (TFMMS). 
 
Each MRD program has a distinct method for determining manpower requirements. According 
to [5], there are fundamental differences between the shore and afloat manpower 
requirements determination processes. First, in shore manpower requirements 
determination, to a large extent, commands determine their own requirements, whereas an 
independent organization (NAVMAC) determines afloat manpower requirements. This has 
long given rise to concerns regarding the validity of shore manpower requirements.  

Second, afloat manpower requirements are typically more concrete and easier to measure than 
shore manpower requirements. In addition, afloat units have more similarity in the 
structure/content of their manpower requirements than is found between ashore units. For 
example, a large part of afloat manpower requirements is to conduct required maintenance, 
and the determination of these requirements is empirical and based on statistics regarding 
preventive maintenance schedules and expected failure times. Conversely, MFTs typically 
contain many tasks that are much less precisely defined. 
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Shore MRD process 
Because the focus of this study is on workforce mix and given that nearly all civilian and 
contractor positions are in Support Force SMRD activities, we review the shore MRD process 
in more detail.  

There are two primary Navy references for executing its Shore MRD process: 

1. NAVMAC’s Total Force Manpower Requirements Handbook, April 2000 [29] 

2. U.S. Fleet Forces Command Manpower Analysis Team (CMAT), Manpower Analysis 
Team Shore Manpower Requirements Determination Program Handbook, Rev 17, May 
2019 [16] 

BSOs are responsible for determining shore manpower requirements.  The main driver of 
shore workload is the approved MFT of the activity. The mission, functions, and tasks are 
translated into position-level staffing requirements. Other inputs include OPNAVINST 5450 
(which contains the MFT for each shore activity, CNO (N1) approved staffing standards, and 
NAVMAC’s manpower determination tools. The SMRD process is predominately conducted on 
site to ensure that the work is linked to a valid MFT statement. It involves measuring and 
quantifying the work using industrial engineering techniques, determining the manpower 
required to conduct the workload, and identifying the best manpower mix to accomplish the 
workload [30]. 

According to our discussions with SMEs, every BSO has its own process for determining shore 
manpower requirements. In fact, the two largest BSOs, US Fleet Forces Command 
(USFLTFORCOM) and Commander, Pacific Fleet (COMPACFLT), indicated that they don’t 
determine any manpower requirements. They use the Command Manpower Analysis Team 
(CMAT) to conduct manpower requirement reviews for the shore commands under their 
purview. Individual commands can make manpower changes justified as "unit validated" 
through billet change requests (BCRs). These requests go through the BSOs, but approval is 
usually automatic unless the change requires funding. Requirements changes that require 
funding are submitted to the cognizant resource sponsor through POM issue papers. Resource 
sponsors are reluctant to fund requirements that are not validated through the SMRD.  

BSOs 
BSOs are responsible for determining, validating, and approving the manpower requirements 
of the shore organizations under their cognizance. Table 10 shows the primary BSOs and the 
total number of manpower requirements (for active duty military and civilians) at units and 
organizations under their purview. Together they represent 84 percent of all active duty and 
civilian manpower requirements.  
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Table 10. Manpower requirements by BSO 

BSO Officer Enlisted Civilian Total 

Commander, U.S. Pacific Fleet  17,836 111,609 33,817 163,262 
Commander, U.S. Fleet Forces Command 13,635   94,164 43,712 151,511 
Naval Education and Training Command    4,640   43,093   4,773   52,506 
Chief, Bureau of Medicine and Surgery  10,092   20,622 15,856   46,570 
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command       644     2,497 37,548   40,689 
Commander, Naval Air Systems Command       764     1,013 34,169   35,946 
Commander, Navy Installations Command    1,168   14,619 17,129   32,916 
Commander, Naval Facilities Engineering Command      546        808 22,924   24,278 

Source: TFMMS. 
 

Determining manpower mix  

OPNAV Instruction (OPNAVINST) 1000.16L [5] directs that TF manpower requirements must 
reflect the appropriate mix of military, civil service, and contractor manpower necessary to 
accomplish DOD mission consistent with applicable laws, policies, and regulations per DOD 
Instruction (DODI) 1100.22.  The manpower mix criteria codes in the Activity Manpower 
Management Guide (AMM-G) [31] guide the decision of whether a requirement should be 
military, civil service, or contactor. DODI 1100.22 provides additional guidance to support 
strategic planning and daily management of the DOD workforce.  

OPNAVINST 1000.16L states that a requirement or position is identified as military if the 
successful performance of duties is required in the following circumstances: 

• By reasons of law, executive order, treaty, or international agreement 

• For command and control of crisis situations, combat readiness, risk mitigation, or 
esprit de corps 

• When working conditions are not conducive to civil service employment 

• When military provides a more cost-effective source of support 

• When military-unique knowledge and skills are required for successful performance 
of duties 

• Oversea and sea-to-shore rotation 

• Education and career progression assignments 

• Adequate military personnel to man wartime and ship in-port assignments [5] 
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OPNAVINST 1000.16L also directs that non-military manpower requirements that consist of 
functions and tasks that are inherently governmental in nature must be performed by 
government civilians. In addition, a non-military-essential requirement is identified as civil 
service if incumbency is required for the following reasons: 

• By law, executive order, treaty, or international agreement 

• For key personnel and emergency essential civil service manpower  

• For continuity of infrastructure operations during national emergency or war 

• For core logistics capability 

• For cost comparison of military versus civilian or civilian versus contractor (in-
sourcing) 

• For a civilian position exempt from private sector performance [5] 

Manpower requirements that do not meet any of the above criteria for military or government 
civilian requirements may be designated as contractor requirements, unless military or civilian 
manpower are more cost-effective. 

CMAT’s Manpower Analysis Team Shore Manpower Requirements Determination Program 
Handbook [16] includes a flow chart of  the steps that are used to determine which manpower 
source is appropriate for a shore manpower requirement (SMR). We show this process in 
Figure 9. The key steps within this process are as follows: 

1. Determine total number of requirements needed for authorized mission, functions, 
and tasks.  

2. Are there billets from another source “tagged” to support the function? 

• If yes, the total # of these billets is subtracted from the total 
requirements. The residual requirements are defined as “core” 
requirements. 

3. Are any of the core requirements military essential?  

• If yes, proceed to step 4.  

• If no, proceed to step 5.  

4. Yes, core requirements are military essential.  

• Decide whether core requirement should be officer or enlisted based on 
organizational analysis and officer/enlisted classification standards.  

5. No, core requirements are not military essential.  

• Consider civilian or contractor.  
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Figure 8.  Steps in determining which manpower source is appropriate for the SMR 

 

Source: [16]. 
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6. Should core requirement be civilian or contractor?  

• Is the contract support for long-term full-time workload or short-term 
with a specific end date?  

• If the contract support is for long-term full-time workload, consider 
conversion to civilian (civil service) requirement(s).  

• If short-term with specific end date then contract support is appropriate.  

7. Is the contract support for long-term full-time workload with a skill not normally 
associated with military/civilian manpower? 

• If yes, retain as contract support.  

• If no, consider conversion to military or civilian (civil service) 
requirements. [16] 

Navy manpower programming 
Fiscal constraints can restrict the Navy from authorizing (buying) all of the validated TF 
manpower requirements. Working together, the RSs, BSOs, and Type Commanders (TYCOMs) 
choose the amount of mission or workload to fund to keep within fiscal constraints. The BSOs 
and TYCOMs specify which TF requirements to authorize by manpower type and present these 
recommendations to the RS as part of the programming process.34  

Military manpower is programmed and budgeted in the PPBES process using programmed 
endstrength. It represents MPN or RPN dollars allocated to fulfilling the activity’s warfighting 
capabilities or MFT. Because total active and reserve endstrength for a given year is fixed, new 
authorizations cannot be created for programs that lack available endstrength. Adding, 
deleting, and realigning programmed endstrength can only occur in the PPBES process.35  

The Navy POM represents senior Navy leadership’s decision on how to allocate Navy resources, 
including manpower resources, to accomplish the Navy’s mission. During each POM cycle, 
manpower RSs add, delete, or move programmed endstrength to, from, and among LOAs and 
adjust the MPN and RPN accounts accordingly. Manpower programming is governed by CNO 
(N8) and RS direction. The POM submission is the mechanism to change the following: 

• Total Navy endstrength 

• Total active duty, FTS, or SELRES endstrength 

                                                             
34 Military enlisted and officer requirements are defined by skill and paygrade. Civilian requirements are defined 
by occupational series, career group, and payband. 

35 Reprogramming endstrength outside of the PPBES process, known as out-of-cycle programming, is a “zero sum” 
game, meaning endstrength can be reallocated among programs but total endstrength cannot change. 
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• Total officer, enlisted, or midshipman endstrength 

• Total reserve endstrength within an MRC 

• Endstrength allocated to OSD-controlled areas 

Civilian and contractor billets are funded out of Operations and Maintenance appropriations. 
These billets are reported in the PPBES process, but the total number can change with the 
reallocation of resources. Although civilians and contractors are not managed to endstrength 
(as the military component is), civil service civilian endstrength is defined in the Program 
Budget Information System (PBIS) data dictionary as the total number of personnel on board 
at the end of the FY. Civilian endstrength can also be defined as the number of onboard civilians 
at the end of every month. These data are tracked in the Defense Civilian Personnel Data 
System (DCPDS).  

According to our discussions with the RSs and budget offices, military and civilian manpower 
are programmed separately. Trade-offs between manpower types based on available funding 
do not occur within the PPBES process.  

Table 11 lists the major manpower RSs and the number of authorizations they funded in FY 
2020 by manpower type. These RSs account for just over 97 percent of all Navy authorizations. 

Table 11. FY 2020 billet authorizations for the major resource sponsors 

Resource sponsor Officer Enlisted Civilian Total 

Air Warfare (N98) 13,293 78,236 36,333 127,862 
DCNO MPT&E (N1) 17,247 52,793 27,969 98,009 
Surface Warfare (N96) 6,658 43,423 39,510 89,591 
Undersea Warfare (N97) 4,365 29,255 50,565 84,185 
Fleet Readiness and Logistics (N4) 2,120 16,670 55,855 74,645 
Expeditionary Warfare (N95) 4,664 41,104 4,133 49,901 
Information Dominance (N2/N6) 4,198 18,043 21,407 43,648 

Source: TFMMS. 

Supporting processes 
The MRD processes discussed earlier focus almost entirely on the work requirements in 
individual units and organizations. When these requirements are aggregated across all units 
and organizations, the quantity, quality, and distribution of manpower requirements—
particularly military manpower requirements—are subject to other constraints and controls. 
The Navy must ensure that these requirements can be executed (i.e., it can create and manage 
an inventory of personnel to fill these requirements) and that they support force rotation 
policies and provide opportunities for career development. The Navy has processes that 
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review and prioritize requirements at more aggregate levels to account for these personnel 
management policies and to ensure that it can execute its total manpower plan.  

In this section, we examine two of these processes: sea-shore flow modeling and community 
billet structure analysis. Although these processes apply to military requirements, the results 
can directly influence whether some job positions are designated military or civilian. 

Sea-shore flow modeling 
Enlisted career paths define the types and timing of assignments sailors should expect to 
undertake during their Navy careers. Career paths vary by rating and are influenced by many 
factors. Chief among them is the distribution of authorized billets, both by type of duty (i.e., sea 
versus shore) and by paygrade. 

Since 2006, the Navy has managed the careers of most sailors through a policy known as sea-
shore flow (SSF). This policy defines a career in terms of alternating sea and shore assignments, 
whose lengths vary between sea and shore over the length of a career.  These sailors can expect 
to spend more than half their careers at sea, and their career paths are managed by SSF policies. 
Current SSF policy states that sea tour lengths will not involuntarily exceed 60 months for 
sailors with less than 20 years of service (YOS) or 48 months for sailors with more than 20 YOS. 
This usually equates to a maximum length of 60 months for the first and second sea tours and 
48 months for the third and fourth sea tours.  Shore tour lengths between sea tours will be at 
least 36 months long. 

To assist in determining the optimal lengths of these assignments, the Navy developed an 
analytical tool known as the SSF Model. This model is used to determine sea and shore 
assignment lengths that would assign enough sailors to sea to fill all sea-duty authorizations. 
It also determines the number of shore billets that are needed to support a set of tour lengths. 
This requirement factors into the decisions to assign individual shore positions as military or 
civilian.  As shown in the steps for determining which manpower source is appropriate for the 
SMR, this requirement factors into the decision to assign individual shore positions as military 
or civilian. 

Billet structure analysis 
Military manpower is a closed labor market, meaning the Navy mostly recruits its all-volunteer 
force at entry levels and then trains and develops them for future senior positions. This closed 
labor market places many constraints on the quantity, quality, and experience level of military 
manpower requirements. One major constraint is the concept of an executable billet structure. 
For example, an enlisted rating with journeymen billets (E-5 and E-6 paygrades) must have 
junior paygrade billets (E-3 and E-4 paygrades) because the Navy needs to train and develop 
personnel in lower paygrades before they become E-5s and E-6s. The limits of what is 
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executable or unexecutable are difficult to establish and depend on various MPT&E policies 
(e.g., advancement rules) and retention. N1 is responsible for reviewing and analyzing 
aggregate enlisted and officer manpower authorizations in each community to ensure that they 
are executable. The results may influence the assignment of shore positions to military or 
civilian based on a need to have more or fewer military billets in particular paygrades to have 
an executable billet structure. 

Future changes to shore MRD process 
The Navy is transforming its MRD processes for shore/support activities. The new process and 
associated organizational structure is expected sometime this year.  Our understanding is that 
the plan calls for shifting primary responsibility for the shore MRD process from the BSOs to 
NAVMAC. Under this arrangement, NAVMAC would oversee both the fleet and the shore MRD 
process. 
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Appendix D: Marine Corps MM 
Process 

The Marine Corps manpower requirements process is outlined in Marine Corps Order (MCO) 
5311.1E, Total Force Structure Process [6]. The Marine Corps also complies with other relevant 
DOD directives and policies, but the manpower requirements process discussed below is 
primarily found in the service’s order. The Total Force Structure Division (TFSD) within the 
Capabilities Development Directorate (CDD) of Combat Development and Integration (CD&I) 
is the Headquarters Marine Corps (HQMC) agency responsible for the Marine Corps’ 
manpower requirements.36 

The Marine Corps Total Force Structure Process (TFSP) is a “business process that integrates 
with other processes and systems to achieve overall Service force development goals” [6]. It 
must integrate the many adjacent processes and systems to create a uniform and consistent 
force development direction. While some of these processes and systems reside within the 
CD&I hierarchy, those that do not reside there belong to other HQMC agencies, such as 
Manpower and Reserve Affairs (M&RA) and Programs and Resources (P&R). These 
organizations must work collaboratively to ensure that the TFSP operates as intended. 

Figure 10 identifies the many adjacent processes and systems that are part of this integrated 
business process, which includes, but is not limited to, the following: 

• Planning, programming, budgeting, and execution (PPBE) 

• Human resource development process (HRDP) 

• Doctrine, organization, training/education, materiel, leadership/strategic 
communication, personnel, facilities, and cost (DOTMLPF/C)37 

• Force structure, force optimization, and civilian uncompensated review boards 

• Marine Corps Enterprise Integration Plan (MCEIP) 

• Manpower estimate and Manpower Personnel Training Assessment (MPTA) 

                                                             
36 At the outset of this analysis, we intended to conduct subject matter expert (SME) discussions with each of the 
services to enhance our understanding of the manpower requirements processes beyond the text of the respective 
directives and policy. We were unable to hold discussions with Marine Corps SMEs, and this appendix is based on 
our understanding of the information available in Marine Corps directives and policies. 

37 The DOTMLPF/C is designed to “examine and ensure the supportability of any new materiel or non-materiel 
program affecting force structure in the USMC and to provide oversight of these initiatives to full implementation” 
(MCO 5311.1E) [7]. 
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Figure 9.  Marine Corps Total Force Structure Process integration 

 

Source: Marine Corps Order 5311.1E. 

 

MCO 5311.1E very clearly states that the purpose of the TFSP is to “translate necessary 
organizational capabilities into force structure solutions and measure the cost of providing 
those capabilities consistent with financial resources available” to the service. To do that, the 
TFSP relies on the products and by-products of the adjacent processes and systems to inform 
the manpower requirements process. The TFSP is not a linear process, but a scalable and 
flexible system of processes. Regardless of where requirements are generated, the TFSP is 
adaptable to address significant changes that alter the character of the whole Marine Corps or 
small refinements to a single billet within a given organization. 

Manpower requirements 
The Marine Corps operates under its Marine Air-Ground Task Force (MAGTF) concept. Its 
organizations and manpower requirements are divided by the different elements of the MAGTF 
(Command Element, Ground Combat Element, Aviation Combat Element, and Logistics Combat 
Element) and supporting establishment (service headquarters and agencies, installations, and 
other entities which support the operating forces). Each element of the MAGTF has advocates 
and proponents within CDD, CD&I that represent them and their respective interests. 
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Manpower requirements can enter from the top down, through DOD and/or service leadership 
and strategies, or from the bottom up, as requests generated by Fleet Marine Force operational 
commanders and the supporting establishment. Figure 11 illustrates the TFSP and identifies 
the adjacent processes and products that support it. While the TFSP also includes equipment, 
this report does not include equipment systems and processes because it is outside the scope 
of this analysis. 

Figure 10.  TFSP and supporting processes and products  

 

Source: Marine Corps Order 5311.1E [6]. 

 

Manpower requirements that come from the top down are typically the result of a change in 
national, DOD, or service strategies, policies, and guidance and directed by senior DOD and/or 
service leaders. New (or refined) strategies, policies, and guidance can entail new missions 
and/or new capabilities the service will need to provide. The Marine Corps must translate 
these new missions and/or capabilities requirements to tasks and then to solutions with new 
(or existing) units and manpower requirements. 
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The TFSP begins with analysis, breaking down the new mission and capabilities requirements 
into tasks. These service-level tasks are found in the Marine Corps Task List (MCTL), “an 
authoritative and published standard of doctrinally based common language of tasks for use 
by units, installations and supporting establishments” [6]. The tasks found in the MCTL define 
service capabilities and are used in the development of Mission Essential Tasks38 (METs) and 
the Mission-Essential Task Lists39 (METLs) for Marine Corps organizations. 

Once METs are established, the development of the Marine Corps organization(s) that will 
provide the capabilities can begin. CD&I, working in coordination with MAGTF advocates and 
proponents, will establish the force structure required to support the METs. The analysis 
continues with a mission-function-task (MFT) analysis to evaluate each MET to determine the 
right skills, rank, and quantity of personnel required to accomplish the task. Once the MFT 
analysis is complete, the organization build can begin. MFT analyses can include wargaming to 
help refine the results. 

Building a new (or refining/modifying an existing) organization starts with the mission 
statement,40 which defines the capabilities for the unit and is structured to include the METs 
the unit is expected to perform. This drives the organizational structure as well as the number 
of billets required. Once the organization is built (or existing organization modified), war 
gaming may occur to test the validity and effectiveness of the analysis and build. This is more 
typical for new units built for new missions and capabilities. Units that are modified and/or 
refined will typically conduct these assessments during routine field and training exercises. 

Requirements that come from the bottom up are typically refinements to unit structure from 
commanders informed by operational advisory group (community of interest) analyses or 
emerging need forecasts based on the unfolding environment. The commanders may be at the 
lowest level units (companies, battalions, squadron, etc.), intermediate-level major 
subordinate commands (divisions, wings, and groups), high-level operational headquarters 
(Marine Expeditionary Force (MEF) and Marine Forces (MARFORs)), or the supporting 
establishment. TFSD, in coordination with MAGTF advocates and proponents and other HQMC 
agencies—M&RA (for personnel staffing) and P&R (for programming and budgeting)—
conducts the final analyses and provides recommendations to Marine Corps senior leadership 
for decision-making. 

                                                             
38 A MET is “a specified or implied task which an organization must perform that is deemed ‘essential’ or ‘critical’ 
by a unit commander to accomplish the mission” [6]. 

39 A METL is the list of METs a unit commander will use to report his organization’s ability to meet current, 
forecasted, and contingency requirements [6]. 

40 A mission statement is a “concise publication of the unit’s responsibilities in relation to other organizations, and 
it describes the unit’s role in support of the MAGTF, the supporting establishment, and/or joint operations” [6]. 
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The Marine Corps’ manpower requirements mostly involve billets associated with military 
servicemembers. Although they are the primary source of manpower, these decisions include 
civilian manpower requirements as well. Active and reserve component manpower is limited 
to congressional authorizations enacted annually through the National Defense Authorization 
Act, but civilian manpower is not. 

Civilian personnel 
Each service employs different management strategies for their direct-funded civilian 
personnel. The Marine Corps uses a “manage-to-payroll” concept in which civilian manpower 
requirements are limited by full-time equivalent (FTE) and the civilian payroll budget. Before 
a civilian billet can be added, three requirements must be met: FTE, manage-to-payroll, and 
table of organization billet inclusion. 

FTE is the basic measure of the level of employment and equates to the total number of hours 
worked (or to be worked) divided by the number of compensable hours applicable to each 
fiscal year. The FTE targets are determined for each command based on the average cost per 
FTE from historical actual execution and the current funding level.  

 Manage-to-payroll is a concept that requires “the effective and efficient management of 
civilian appropriated funded positions through the application of position management, 
position classification, and compensation management principles” [6]. Commanders are 
provided an annual civilian personnel payroll funding control and FTE target which they must 
actively manage. The funding control and FTE target is monitored and reported monthly and 
commanders may change civilian billet requirements as necessary provided they do not exceed 
their payroll funding controls. Essentially, this means that commanders may add one civilian, 
at a salary of x dollars, or two civilians, at a salary of ½ of x dollars, so long as they do not exceed 
their current FTE or funding controls. 

Table of organization billet inclusion is the addition of the requested civilian billet to the unit’s 
manpower force structure. Each unit or command within the Marine Corps has an associated 
table of organization that details the unit’s manpower requirements. It identifies each billet 
and includes supplementary information, such as personnel type, paygrade/rank, military 
occupational specialty or civilian series, and work section assigned within the unit. Civilian 
billets must be included on the unit’s table of organization before the commander can submit 
a request for personnel action to the human resources office for hiring to a position. In addition, 
each civilian billet on the table of organization must have a published position classification 
and position description before the human resources office will initiate the hiring process for 
a civilian position. 
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Manpower mix and DODI 1100.22 
Along with determining manpower requirements, the Marine Corps must also determine the 
nature of the work performed in a billet and the most appropriate labor source to perform the 
function and tasks associated with a specific billet.  There is currently no Marine Corps-specific 
directive or policy on manpower mix. The Marine Corps references the policy provided by DOD 
Instruction 1100.22, Policy and Procedures for Determining Manpower Mix.41 

Manpower-mix decisions can occur at different levels depending on the specific situation. For 
new top-down manpower requirements (where a new organization is created or a new 
mission and function where a previous one did not exist), the decision on labor source would 
typically be made at the Service headquarters agency level. This decision should be made in 
coordination with the MAGTF advocates and proponents and the high-level operational 
headquarters, intermediate-level major subordinate command, or supporting establishment 
organization that will own the new unit. Once billet requirements for the new organization are 
identified, based on the mission statement and METs, manpower-mix decisions would follow 
based on MFT analyses. Based on DOD policies on manpower mix, the Marine Corps should 
evaluate each billet to determine which personnel type is required for each individual billet. 
The level within the respective hierarchy of the new organization and other factors outlined in 
the DOD policy guide those decisions.42 For manpower requirements from the bottom up, 
manpower mix decisions are typically made by the unit commander who owns the billet in 
question or would own the new billet requested. The requesting commander is responsible for 
and expected to follow DOD policies and guidance in generating the request. 

A 2011 CNA study titled A Total Workforce Approach to Making Manpower Decisions, however, 
found that the manpower mix guidance provided in DODI 1100.22 is not consistently applied 
during the manpower requirements decision-making process. Rather, manpower mix 
decisions are often made based on the availability of personnel and/or funding to fill the new 
billets or the urgency to fill the billet. In these instances, the manpower mix codes are 
populated in the Marine Corps’ authoritative manpower system after the labor source decision 
has already been made in order to provide justification for the labor source. It is unclear if the 
Marine Corps has changed its processes since this 2011 study because we were unable to reach 
Marine Corps SMEs to update this information.   

                                                             
41 CNA was unable to conduct discussions with Marine Corps SMEs, and there are no service-specific directives or 
policies to reference for workforce mix decision-making processes and procedures. This information is based on a 
2010 CNA study for the Marine Corps, A Total Workforce Approach to Decision Making.  

42 The process and criteria that help guide manpower mix decisions are found in Enclosures 3 and 4 of DODI 
1100.22. 
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Manpower and the PPBE process 
The PPBE process is one of the many processes and systems that are integrated in the Marine 
Corps’ TFSP. As previously mentioned, the purpose of the TFSP is to “translate necessary 
organizational capabilities into force structure solutions and measure the cost of providing 
those capabilities consistent with financial resources available” to the service [6]. The TFSP 
defines how the Marine Corps develops integrated force structure requirements, which feed 
the capabilities-based assessment (CBA) planning process in support of the development of 
the Marine Corps Enterprise Integration Plan. The current force structure requirements lay the 
foundation for PPBE. 

The CBA is a deliberate process that supports the Marine Corps’ responsibilities within the 
planning phase of the PPBE process. Through the CBA process, the Marine Corps is able to 
define objectives, identify and refine capabilities, and provide guidance for resource allocation 
necessary to meet service mission requirements. The CBA process feeds the development of 
the MCEIP to translate future-focused strategic guidance into a single integrated and 
consolidated plan to support capabilities development and provide programmers risk 
assessment for a given POM cycle. The TFSP feeds the CBA process and is the first step in 
developing the future fighting requirement. 

The Deputy Commandant for CD&I is responsible for the CBA process, and his staff must work 
in coordination with the staff of the Deputy Commandant for P&R, who is responsible for the 
PPBE process. CD&I provides the current and projected future manpower requirements to 
P&R, and P&R drives the programming and budgeting process to help build the POM. P&R also 
provides PPBE guidance and constraints to CD&I for planning purposes to aid in force structure 
refinement and risk assessment in case of affordability concerns. 
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Appendix E: Joint Staff  

The Joint Staff’s manpower requirements determination and validation process is outlined in   
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Instruction (CJCSI) 1001.01B, Joint Manpower and 
Personnel Program [11].43 This instruction provides policy and establishes responsibilities and 
procedures for determining, validating, documenting, and maintaining joint manpower 
requirements. CJCSI 1001.01B prescribes the procedures to follow for new joint manpower 
requirements, to request changes to existing joint manpower billets, and to manage the data 
elements in the Fourth Estate Manpower Tracking System (FMTS), the authoritative 
manpower system for the Fourth Estate.  

Per [10], the objective of the Joint Manpower Program (JMP) is to ensure that joint activities 
have the minimum manpower with the appropriate skills and experience to carry out assigned 
missions, tasks, and functions. The JMP has three principal components: the Joint Manpower 
Validation Process (JMVP), the Joint Table of Distribution (JTD), and the Joint Table of 
Mobilization Distribution (JTMD).  

CJCSI 1001.01B describes the JMP process as a cycle following three events:  

1. The approval of joint manpower requirements and authorizations as depicted in the 
JTD  

2. The additions, deletions, and changes made to those joint manpower requirements and 
authorizations  

3. The mechanisms for translating the joint authorizations into specific service personnel 
assignment actions to fill the positions.  

The instruction notes that the JMP begins with the mission, which generates the nature of the 
specific tasks and functions. The commanders and directors organize their commands to meet 
their assigned missions and determine the manpower requirements to carry out their missions 
within the established process and guidelines. Manpower requirements are coordinated with 
and approved by the Joint Staff and the services. 

 

                                                             
43 CJCSI 1001.01B applies only to the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, CJCS-controlled activities (CCAs), 
combatant commands, North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), and other joint activities. It applies to the 
military departments and DOD agencies only with respect to manpower assigned to the above activities. 
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Manpower requirements determination  
Per CJCSI 1001.01B, the initial step in the joint manpower process is to define all the missions, 
tasks, and functions assigned to the activity by higher authority and establish an organizational 
structure to carry out these functions. Next, the organization structure is documented in FMTS 
and becomes the basis for determining the manpower requirements needed to perform the 
assigned missions. Statements of manpower needs are based on approved programs, force 
structure, and missions assigned by the Secretary of Defense and the Chairman of the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff. Each joint activity establishes its own internal system to determine joint 
manpower requirements in accordance with the guidelines in Figure 12.   

Manpower requirements are stated in terms of the minimum manning required to accomplish 
the command’s approved missions and workload. Joint manpower requirements are based on 
the average workload expected to continue for at least three years. Commanders and directors 
satisfy manpower changes in requirements associated with existing missions and functions by 
internal manpower realignments, and they submit updates with annual change manpower 
package (CMP) submissions.  

Figure 11.  Joint Staff manpower requirements considerations 

 

Source: CJCSI 1001.01B. 
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Manpower requirements validation process 
Next, per [10], requests for new joint manpower for combatant commands, CCAs, and other 
joint activities must be submitted to the Joint Staff for validation following the process outlined 
in Figure 13. Joint Staff J-1 then convenes a Joint Mission and Manpower Assessment Team 
(JMMAT) to analyze the CJCSI 1001.01B request and make recommendations to the Operations 
Deputies (OpsDeps) Tank. The OpsDeps Tank decides whether to endorse the mission brought 
forward by the combatant command for further resourcing consideration. If endorsed, the 
request moves to a Joint Manpower Validation Board (JMVB) for sizing (attributes such as 
grade, skill, and quantity). JMVB-validated billets are initially documented on the JTD/JTMD as 
unfunded requirements. During Program Budget Review (PBR) deliberations, the PPBE 
process determines whether these the requirements receive funding.  

 

Figure 12.  Joint manpower validation process 

 

Source: CJSCI 1001.01B. 
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Appendix F: Fourth Estate Manpower 
Management  

The Fourth Estate is any DOD organization other than the military services that has DOD 
manpower resources. This includes the OSD and the JCS and their staffs. Also part of the Fourth 
Estate are 20 defense agencies and 8 field activities (DAFAs) that, along with the three military 
departments, are considered “supporters and suppliers” for the operational combatant 
commands.   

We spoke with SMEs in the Office of the Chief Management Officer who have been tasked with 
developing an overarching manpower management policy document for the Fourth Estate 
comparable to the manpower management documents for each of the services. Each of the 
DAFAs have their own approach to manpower management. Currently, only a few of the 
defense agencies have issued manpower management guidance,44 indicating two things: not 
only is there no standard manpower management process in the Fourth Estate, there is likely 
no formalized process in many of the agencies and activities.   

The SMEs with whom we spoke indicated that, due to other tasking and competing demands 
in their office as well as the scope and difficulty of writing a policy document that will 
encompass all of the organizations within the Fourth Estate, little progress has been made on 
the document. We asked these SMEs what they envision for the future policy document, 
however. They indicated that the eventual Fourth Estate manpower management document 
would need to be written at a high level because it has to cover manpower management in all 
of the Fourth Estate. They also indicated that the policy document will provide guidance up 
front on what criteria have to be met before a DAFA can request military manpower resources. 
The intent is to provide clear guidance on when DAFAs are allowed to request military 
resources. They note that only when it has been determined that the billet cannot be filled by 
a civilian or be satisfied by a short-term contract can the DAFAs request military resources.  
These SMEs also noted that the policy document would not include guidance on workforce mix 
but would reference supporting documents, such as DODI 1100.22.  

                                                             
44 See, for example, Defense Contract Management Agency (DCMA) Manual 4301-09, Manpower and Mission 
Analysis [8] and Defense Information Agency (DISA) Instruction 640-45-32, Organization: Manpower Management 
[9]. 
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Appendix G: Contract Approval Form  
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Abbreviations 

AC active component 
AFCS Air Force Corporate Structure 
AFMAA Air Force Manpower Analysis Agency 
AF/RE Chief of Air Force Reserve  
AR Army Regulation 
BSO Budget Submitting Office 
CAPE Cost Assessment and Program Evaluation Office 
CBA capabilities-based assessment 
CD&I Combat Development and Integration 
CDD Capabilities Development Directorate 
CFL Core Function Lead      
CFTE contractor full-time equivalent 
CJCS Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
CMAT Command Manpower Analysis Team 
COCOM combatant command 
COMPACFLT Commander, Pacific Fleet 
DAFAs defense agencies and field activities 
DCMA Defense Contract Management Agency  
DCPDS Defense Civilian Personnel Data System 
DISA Defense Information Agency 
DOD Department of Defense 
DODI Department of Defense Instruction 
DON Department of the Navy 
DOTMLPF-P Doctrine, Organization, Training, Materiel, Leadership, Personnel, 

Facilities, and Policy 
ECMRA Enterprise-wide Contractor Manpower Reporting Application 
FDU force design update 
FIFA force integration functional area 
FMD Fleet Manpower Document 
FMRD fleet manpower requirements determination 
FMTS Fourth Estate Manpower Tracking System 
FTE full-time equivalent 
GF generating force 
HASC House Armed Services Committee 
IA individuals account 
IAMRD Individuals Account Manpower Requirements Determination 
ICS Inventory of Contracted Services 
IGCA Inherently Governmental and Commercial Activities 
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JMMAT Joint Mission and Manpower Assessment Team 
JMP Joint Manpower Program 
LCOM Logistics Composite Model 
MAF man-hour availability factor 
MAJCOM major command 
MARC manpower analysis requirements criteria 
MARFOR Marine Forces 
MCEIP Marine Corps Enterprise Integration Plan 
MCO Marine Corps Order 
MCTL Marine Corps Task List 
MEF Marine Expeditionary Force  
MET mission-essential task 
METL Mission-Essential Task List 
MFT mission, function, and task 
MM manpower management 
MPES Manpower Programming and Execution System 
MPTA Manpower Personnel Training Assessment 
MRD manpower requirements determination 
MRS Manpower Requirements Squadron 
MRW Manpower Requirements Worksheet  
M/TOE table of organization and equipment 
NAVMAC Navy Manpower Analysis Center 
NDAA National Defense Authorization Act 
NGB/CF Director of the Air National Guard 
NNMRD Non-Navy Manpower Requirements Determination 
OCMO Office of the Chief Management Officer 
OFPP Office of Federal Procurement Policy 
Ops Deps Operations Deputies 
OSD Office of the Secretary of Defense 
POM Program Objective Memorandum 
PPBES Planning, Programming, Budgeting, and Execution System 
PBIS Program Budget Information System 
RC reserve component 
ROC/POE Required Operational Capability/Project Operational Environment 
RS resource sponsor 
SAF/FM Assistant Secretary of the Air Force for Financial Management and 

Comptroller 
SAF/MR Assistant Secretary of the Air Force for Manpower and Reserve Affairs 
SAMAS Structure and Manpower Allocation System 
SEAOPDET Sea Operational Detachment 
SMD Ship Manpower Document 
SME subject matter expert 
SPPBE Strategy, Programming, Planning, Budgeting, and Execution 
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SQMD Squadron Manpower Documents 
SSF sea-shore flow 
TDA Table of Distribution and Allowances 
TF total force   
TFM&RS Total Force Manpower and Resources Directorate 
TFMMS Total Force Manpower Management System 
TFSD Total Force Structure Division 
TFSP Total Force Structure Process 
TOE table of organization and equipment 
TPPH transients, patients, prisoners, and holdees  
TYCOM Type Commander 
UMD Unit Manning Document 
USAMAA US Army Manpower Analysis Agency  
USECAF Under Secretary of the Air Force 
USFFC  United States Fleet Forces Command 
U.S.C. United States Code 
VCSAF Vice Chief of Staff of the Air Force  
YOS years of service 
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